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Building Panel Applications
wedi® Building Panels are so much more than a component for 

building and offer endless installation capabilities. Available in a 

wide variety of thicknesses and sizes, they are compatible with 

virtually any substructure. wedi Building Panels are lightweight, 

waterproof and dimensionally stable, making them fast and 

simple to work with. The blue waterproof core is CFC-free, made 

from extruded polystyrene foam, reinforced with fiberglass on 

both sides, and coated with synthetic polymer resin mortar. 

The wedi Building Panel combines the benefits of the latest 

manufacturing technology and material quality offered with 

sound and traditional benefits our trades enjoy. wedi Building 

Panels are waterproof, lightweight, easy  and clean to cut and 

still incredibly strong and bond friendly for any type of thinset 

mortar application.
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The Ultimate Tile Backerboard

n 100% waterproof blue core, made from  
 CFC-free extruded polystyrene closed cell foam

n Available in multiple thicknesses and sizes

n Compatible with virtually any stable substructure

n Versatile, limitless installation capabilities

n  Strong, due to cement resin with embedded  
mesh reinforcement

n Superior bond to any tile using thinset

n Extremely light weight, easy to cut

n Includes thermal insulating properties

n Protects against mold and mildew

n Perfect, even surface for mosaics, as well as large  
 size or thin body tile
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wedi Building Panel Systems
wedi Building Panels have a blue core made from CFC-free 

extruded polystyrene rigid foam. This makes wedi building 

panels an ideal base for any type of thinset adhered tile or 

stone. wedi Building Panels can be applied to practically 

any loadbearing substrate, are waterproof throughout, 

insulating, versatile, light and extremely robust and strong.

What does wedi INSIDE offer?
The principle of wedi inside is simple: high-quality tile 

installations require a substrate that is 100% secure. 

That’s why craftsmen have put their faith in wedi 

quality for decades, especially as a substrate 

underneath tiles. 100% waterproof and 100%

secure – signed, sealed and guaranteed by wedi.

The blue XPS core is 100% waterproof and remains fully 
functional even after possible partial damage. Our XPS 
brand foam is specially engineered for 100% consistency 
of it‘s closed cell structure

wedi Building Panels can be safely adhered and sealed in 
assembly using wedi Joint Sealant: strong reinforcement, 
bond and waterproofing with virtually no build up as 
with conventional taping. As no other seal is necessary, 
craftsmen benefit from increased security accompanied by 
a shorter surface preparation time before tiling starts.

wedi Building Panels‘ reinforced cement resin surface  
offers a superior bond surface to virtually any tile and  
stone adhesive. No delamination, no surprises.

All building panel systems have great heat insulation 
properties, save energy costs and provide long-term 
protection against mold due to its inorganic nature and 
ability to safely waterproof.
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Ceramic, Stone and Glass Coverings
Ceramic coverings offer various possibilities for wall and 
floor design. Depending on the intended use and personal 
taste, there is a wide variety of tile in different shapes, colors 
and materials. Here, the wedi building panel is the perfect 
carrier element for ceramic coverings as the tile can be 
installed directly to the board surface without any additional 
steps needed. There are no limitations concerning setting 
adhesives, grouts. All types of ceramic, porcelain, stone or 
glass can be used with wedi building panel. The surface is 
even and consistent, which works perfectly for mosaic as 
well as large format or thin body tile.

Plasters and fillers
Today, plasters and stucco are not only used for the creation 
of a plane surface for tiling, painting or wallpapering, but 
they also represent a visual design element. Also here, the 
wedi building panel is the perfect substructure.

ft

$

 Important information:
Contact the wedi application specialist for advice on areas 
with shock loads. Plasters containing gypsum require priming 
of the building panel.

Wall paints
The unique wedi Building Panel is also suitable for paint 
application. However, a sufficient layer of plaster or stucco 
must be applied to cover-up the mesh grid structure 
providing a smooth surface on the building panel, upon 
which paint can be applied. Whether in living areas or in  
the bedroom – the design options are many and the room 
will always be pleasantly insulated.

Wallpapers
It is even possible to hang wall paper over a stucco or plaster 
covered wedi Building Panel surface. Cement based plasters 
offer a stable surface for the adhesive which is an enormous 
advantage over many other boards.

General Information for Tile & Stone Installations 



The wedi® Building Panels can be applied to shower walls and wet 

areas perpendicular or parallel to the framing, saving time and 

reducing joint frequency. The panels are fastened quickly and easily 

in place using wedi fasteners. Once the panels are secured and 

seams and fasteners are sealed with wedi Joint Sealant, tiling can 

begin immediately. All in a fraction of the time previously required 

by traditional methods. 

Shower Walls
and Wet Areas
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Alternatively, wedi sealing tape can be used instead of the wedi Joint Sealant and applied in 
modified thinset. The sealing tape provides adequate splash water protection but should not 
be used where standing water occurs because thinset might allow pressing water to migrate 
underneath the sealing tape through the thinset mortar.

If you use wedi Building Panels with wedi Shower Bases, wedi joint sealant must be used in 
between seams and on top of seams. No sealing tape is required in these applications. Please 
consider: sealing tape is installed in cement based thinset and can allow pressing water to migrate 
under the tape. The thinset holding the tape can also not provide protection against movement. 
Both challenges are addressed more efficiently by using wedi joint sealant.

In dry areas, the seams can be treated with an alkali resistant fiberglass mesh tape by wedi. 

Attached to Framework - walls or ceiling

Using only a utility knife, wedi 
Building Panel is effortlessly cut 
and shaped.

A continuous 1/2” bead of wedi 
Joint Sealant is applied on the 
foam edges of a wedi® Building 
Panel before another panel is 
joined by butting tightly.

Apply 1 wedi fastener per every 
12”, with an extra fastener applied 
directly in the seam to provide a 
flush transition. On a ceiling, apply 
1 wedi fastener per every 6”.
The washer heads are dimpled 
below the surface of the wedi 
Building Panel. 

All excess wedi sealant is spread 
flat over all joints using a putty 
knife. Where needed, an extra 
bead of sealant is applied on top 
of the joints and spread flat. The 
joints should be covered a full 3/4” 
- 1” on both sides of the seam.

n 1/2”, 5/8” or 1” Building Panels are recommended over wall framing

n Wood framing made of 2’ x 4’’s or larger, 16” o.c. maximum spacing.

n Minimum 20 gauge metal stud, 16” o.c. maximum spacing.

n wedi 1” Building Panel or thicker can be used over 19.1” o.c. spaced wall framing

n 2” alkali resistant fiberglass mesh tape to be applied over all seams in dry areas.  
 wedi Waterproof Joint Sealant or wedi Sealing Tape to be applied over all seams and  
 fastener heads if a waterproof installation is required.

n  Attach wedi building panels with one fastener per every twelve inches and in  
between adjacent panels (seams) over wall framing.

n  On ceilings, use one fastener per every 6 inches and in between adjacent  
panels (seams).

n See the wedi Building Panel TDS fore more detailed installation instructions by  
 application on wedicorp.com 

Showers and Wet Areas

1 2 3 4
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Building Panels Installation Instructions



wedi Building Panels are the natural choice for use with tub walls 

and tub enclosures. The panels can be installed directly to framing 

or over gypsum products to create a waterproof substrate for tile. 

They can be easily scored and shaped to provide radius surfaces 

on tub skirts and do not scratch tubs or fixtures during installation. 

Additionally, the dimensions of the wedi Building Panels make 

for quick installations with standard tubs – laid horizontally the 

sheet will span the full five foot width. Cut out a notch at the 

bottom edge of a wedi building panel and safely connect to a tub 

flange with just a bead of wedi joint sealant in between to safely 

waterproof this transition and create plumb walls as well as full 

backing for the tile.

Tub Walls and Tub Enclosures
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Measure and cut wedi 
Building Panel to fit the 16 

inch o.c. framework (wood or 
metal). Notch out all panels if 
installed around the perimeter of a 
flange tub to integrate the flange 
and achieve a plumb wall with 
plumb and square corners.

Because of its waterproof nature, the wedi Building Panel is the natural choice for use in wet areas. wedi Building Panels can be 
applied directly to studs or over gypsum products to create a waterproof substrate for tile and also can be used on tub decks and 
backsplashes to quickly place tub surrounds. The material can easily be scored and shaped to provide radius surfaces on tub skirts 
and does not scratch tubs or fixtures during installation.

Building Panels on Tub Walls and Decks

Installation of wedi Building Panels in a Tub Deck Application

Installation of wedi Building Panels in a Tub 
Enclosure Application

Building Panels Installation Instructions

1 2 3 4

The tub frame structure must 
be properly supported and load 
bearing 

Where fixtures are integrated into 
the tub deck structure, they should 
be equipped with a stainless steel 
plate fixing their position

Attach a notched panel 
to the framework with 

a 1/2” bead of wedi Joint 
Sealant between the notch and 
flange. Attach the panel to the 
framework using wedi Washers 
and Screws at a rate of 1 every 
12 inches along the studs.

The wedi Building Panel is installed over 
the structure using modified thinset 
mortar. wedi Fasteners are additionally 
applied on vertical areas (1 per sq. ft.),  
no fasteners are used in horizontal areas. 
All seams, protrusions or fastener points 
must be waterproofed using wedi  
Joint Sealant.  

Apply a 1/2” bead of wedi Joint Sealant on 
the top blue side of the wedi Building Panel 

before installing the next panel, butting tightly 
into the sealant. Set another wedi Washer and 
Screw into the seam to create a flush transition 
between panels and smooth over excess sealant. 
In corners, apply a 1/2” bead of sealant along 
the previously installed board and the next panel, 
pushing the sides together tightly into the bead 
of sealant before fastening to the framework.

The tub deck can be tiled over 
immediately once the wedi board 
is installed and the thinset mortar 
has set. 

Finally and after 
all wedi Building 

Panels are installed a 
second 1/2” bead of 
wedi joint sealant is 
applied over all seams 
and fastener points  
and spread flat using  
a putty knife.

n  1/2”, 5/8”, and 1” are the recommended minimum thicknesses  
for framed walls.

n  Minimum wood stud depth 3-1/2”

n  wedi Joint Sealant should be used where wedi panel meets the  
tub as shown in the illustration.

n  Stud spacing should not exceed 16” on center when wedi 1/2”  
or 5/8” panels are used.

n  wedi Waterproof Joint Sealant or wedi Sealing Tape to be applied over 
all seams and fastener heads if a waterproof installation is required.

n  wedi Joint Sealant or wedi Subliner Sealing Collars are used where 
plumbing protrusions must be sealed.

n  The Building Panel should be notched out at the bottom to install 
safely and plumb against the lip of the tub. A bead of wedi Joint 
Sealant is applied between the notch and tub lip.

Tub Wall Surround Application

1 2 3 4



Flush Transitions to Drywall
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wedi® Building Panels are impermeable to water and do not require added 

waterproofing like drywall or cement board when it comes to wet areas. 

However, sometimes wedi building panels are connected to such walls 

and the transition can be done smoothly - with the use of a cement based 

patching material and wedi sealing tape or mesh tape. When connecting to 

drywall, wedi building panels add insulation, waterproofing and mold-free 

performance, and a superior surface for tiling to address the wet areas of a 

bathroom. Recommended wedi Building Panels for this application are 1/2” 

or 5/8” thick panels.
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Building Panels Installation Instructions

Align the wedi Building Panel with your connecting drywall area using 
the appropriate panel thickness.

At 1/2” or 5/8” thick, these panels can achieve flush transitions with adjacent drywall surfaces and can be safely, simply connected to 
the drywall using wedi Joint Sealant or sealing tape.

Flush Transitions to Drywall

1

Treat seams with wedi Sealing Tape or mesh tape. Prime the drywall 
before applying cement based patching compound or thinset to adhere 
the sealing tape.

2



wedi Building Panels are excellent substrates for tile 

over interior wood subfloors. When applied over wood 

subfloors – wedi Building Panels act as a waterproof 

membrane and offer a superior bonding surface for tile. 

Additionally, the thermal insulating qualities of the panels 

provide for efficient installations using floor-heating 

systems.

Over Wooden Subfloors
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Extend your waterproofing from shower and 

tub areas into the whole bathroom with wedi 

Building Panels on your floor. Especially when 

installing floor entry showers, a waterproof 

tile substrate is needed in front of a shower 

entrance. wedi Building Panels can help 

you create both your waterproofing and tile 

underlayment as well.

Over Wooden Subfloors
To apply wedi® Building Panels over a wood subfloor, the floor must be stable, even and free of debris. A modified mortar is applied  
to the floor with a 1/4” x 1/4” V- or U-notch trowel to provide a ribbed bed. The wedi Building Panels are then laid into the mortar.  
All joints should be staggered so that no seam continues throughout the length of the floor. After the mortar has initially set, fasteners 
are applied every 1 ft into seams to create flush transitions using the washers and at a rate of one per square foot across the board  
(15 per sheet 3 x 5 ft). All seams should be taped with alkali resistant fiberglass mesh tape, wedi Sealing Tape or wedi Joint Sealant 
before tiling begins. Use weights over wedi panels and especially across panel transitions to ensure full bond.

Building Panels Installation Instructions

Simply spread modified thinset 
mortar over a clean wood subfloor.

Apply the Building Panel by laying 
the panels into the mortar.

Fasten with wedi fasteners. Tape all joints with fiberglass mesh 
tape or wedi waterproof tape or 
wedi Joint Sealant and begin tiling!

1 2 3 4

n wedi panels of 1/8”, 1/4” and 1/2” thicknesses are
 recommended for floors. Thicker building panels may be used.
n  Maximum allowed deflection of structural subfloor is 1/360 of 

the total clear span between floor joists under consideration of 
live and dead load and as required per IBC and IRC.  

n  Wood subfloor should be a minimum of 5/8” thick plywood, 
OSB or equivalent suitable for thinset mortar installations.  
If natural stone is installed, a minimum of 2 layers of 3/4”  
Plywood or equivalent is required. 

n Joist spacing should not exceed 16”(0.4 m) o.c.
n  2” alkali resistant fiberglass mesh tape to be applied over  

all seams in dry areas. wedi waterproof wedi Joint Sealant or 
wedi sealing tape to be applied over all seams and fastener 
heads if a waterproof installation is required.

n See the wedi Building Panel TDS on wedicorp.com for more 
 installation details/requirements.
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When installed over concrete, wedi® Building Panels function as a crack-bridging underlayment, as cracks are not likely to transfer through 

the polystyrene core. The polystyrene foam also acts as a water barrier, when the seams are properly treated, making the system 100% 

waterproof. The panels have excellent thermal insulating qualities, especially when used under electric heating and floor warming systems. 

The wedi building panel can help smooth out slightly uneven slabs if appropriate mortars or wedi panel thicknesses are used.

Over Concrete Subfloors
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Over Concrete Subfloors

Under Ceramic and Stone Coverings

Under Laminates/Ready-to-Lay Parquets

To apply wedi Building Panels over concrete, the floor must be even, clean, free of debris and contaminants. Modified thinset mortar, 
combed through with a minimum 1/4” x 1/4” notch trowel, will then provide a ribbed bed on which the wedi Building Panels will be 
laid. All joints should be staggered so that no seam continues throughout the length of the floor. Apply weights ( i.e. tile boxes) onto 
the surface and where transitions are located while the mortar is setting. After the mortar has set, alkali resistant fiberglass mesh tape, 
or wedi Sealing Tape or wedi Joint Sealant should be applied to all seams, then tiling can begin.

Make sure the concrete floor is 
fully cured and free of debris, oil or 
waxes. Some concrete floors might 
require priming or vapor retarders 
prior to thinset installation.

The panels are installed with 
modified thinset mortar.

Stagger all joints when laying wedi 
Building Panels on the floor.

Allow the mortar to set up, tape 
the seams with fiberglass mesh 
tape or use wedi Joint Sealant  
and set your tile!

1 2 3 4

n  wedi 1/8”, 1/4” or 1/2” is the recommended thicknesses for floors.  
Thicker panels may be used.

n Slab to be well cured and free of debris and waxy or oily films.

n Variation in slab not to exceed 1/4” in 10’ span from required plane.

n 2” alkali resistant fiberglass mesh tape to be applied over all seams in
 dry areas. wedi waterproof Joint Sealant or wedi Sealing Tape to be  
 applied over all seams if a waterproof installation is required.

Virtually all mosaic and larger tile formats, such as dimension stone, 
can be installed over wedi Building Panels, which are an ideal carrier 
element and allow for easy and fast installation. Natural stone is 
also properly supported and cannot transfer soluble salts causing 
efflorescence due to the impervious nature of the wedi substrate, 
separating it from concrete subfloors.

Please contact wedi for suitable tile choice and formats for use in 
various types of installations, such as residential or commercial.

Laminates and ready-to-lay parquets are an alternative to ceramic 
floor coverings. Laminate is a comparatively low-cost material that 
is only coated with a decorative layer; parquet is a wood flooring 
that – depending on quality – may be very durable. Both floor 
coverings are available in many different wood designs and colors 
as well as various qualities. Also here, the wedi Building Panel is 
the perfect carrier element, where the laminate is laid as a floating 
floor.

Building Panels Installation Instructions



Under Floor Heating Systems
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wedi Building Panels are suited for use beneath under 

floor heating systems whether you have a warm-water 

heating or electrical heating system. The panel’s insulation 

properties isolate the heat from the substrate and guide 

it straight into the room thus saving energy and reducing 

warmup time, as well as supporting equal distribution 

of warmth as well as supporting equal distribution of 

warmth.
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Wall and Under Floor Heating Systems
wedi Building Panels are also 
ideally suited for use beneath 
under floor heating systems. 
The building panels’ good 
insulation properties keep the 
heat away from the ground and 
reflect it back up in to the room, 
irrespective of whether you have 
a hot-water heating system or 
an electric system. wedi Building 
Panels save energy and provide 
shorter warm up times around 
your heating system. The warmth 
is evenly distributed across the 
entire floor

Draw ducts/grooves onto the wedi 
building panel for installation of 
the heating system.

Cut grooves using a router. 
Cutting width should be the same 
as the pipe width; cutting depth 
should be at least 1/8” deeper.

Install tubing into the groove.  
Fill tile adhesive into the  
pipe duct.

Apply wedi’s wide self adhesive 
reinforcement tape over the 
installed ducts. Start tiling. The tile 
dimension should not be smaller 
than 4” x 4”.

1 2 3 4

For hot-water systems, ducts can be cut into the 
building panel and other wedi elements quickly and 
easily. The building panel serves as a combined form 
of heat insulation and a base for installation of tile.

Electric under floor heating systems are easy to mount 
on the building panel and downward heat loss is 
prevented, making the heating system noticeably 
more effective.

wedi Building 
Panel

wedi Building 
Panel Tile Electric heating

Wall and Under Floor Heating Systems Installation Instructions

Note on electric floor 
warming systems:

Electric under floor heating 
systems can be installed as per 
manufacturer’s instructions onto 
already installed and reinforced 
elements (e.g. wedi Building 
Panels, Fundo floor elements, 
Sanoasa benches, Sanoasa 
loungers). Here only products 
approved for such individual 
application and areas such as 
i.e. wet rooms should be used.

ft

$



Suspended Ceilings

The lightweight, yet extremely strong performance of the wedi Building Panel, 

as well as its perfectly flat surface and installation, makes it a superior backing 

substrate for tiles on solid or suspended ceilings. Especially valuable if used in 

areas subject to rising water vapor such as in pool areas
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Suspended Ceilings
Besides wall and floor applications,  
the versatile wedi Building Panel can 
also be used for leveling and suspension 
of ceilings. Suspension height can be 
individually set during installation. 
For areas that require a fire barrier, 
additional backing material may  
need to be considered.

Install the ceiling suspension 
systems to the existing ceiling by 
using dowels, and set the desired 
suspension height.

When installing wedi Building 
Panels to metal stud ceiling 
framework, use wedi Joint 
Sealant in addition to wedi Self 
Tapping Screws and Washers.

Install the corresponding  
profiles onto the already  
installed support.

Seal all joints and fastener points 
using wedi Joint Sealant or wedi 
Sealing Tape. In dry areas, use 
wedi Self Adhesive Mesh Tape.

Screw wedi Building Panels to framework using either wedi Wood 
Screws and Washers (wooden frame) or wedi Self Tapping Screws  
and Washers (steel framework). The fastener pattern is 1 fastener  
per every 6 inches. 

1

3b

2

4

3a

Suspended Ceilings Installation Instructions

wedi system components:

•  Framing must be 
loadbearing and metal stud 
gauge chosen accordingly

•  stud spacing not to exceed 
16” o.c.

•  On metal studs we recommend 
to use wedi Joint Sealant to 
adhere the panels next to 
using selftapping wedi screws 
and washers



wedi® Building Panels are ideal for countertop substrates. The wide 

variety of thickness and sizes such as the 2’ x 8’ panels are ideal for 

simple and fast installations, and require no additional support in 

installation. Install your countertop substrate and be ready-to-tile  

in minutes.

Under Countertop Surfaces
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Under Countertop
Surfaces
A new countertop is a quick way to modernize the look of 
a kitchen. wedi Building Panels provide a level, waterproof 
surface to support any tile. Whether renovating an existing 
kitchen or installing for the first time, 2’ x 8’ sheets of the 
1-1/2” or 2” thick building panels are perfect ready-to-tile 
substrates.

Countertop Surfaces Installation Instructions

Apply a continuous 1/2” thick 
bead of wedi Joint Sealant over the 
spacers of your countertop.

Cut out for the sink using a jigsaw 
or handsaw.

Glue down the wedi Building Panel after you have cut it to size. Leave it 
recessed behind the front of the counter so you can apply a strip of wedi 
Building Panel to the exposed foam edge as shown in 4 and still finish 
flush. Apply some weight equally on the surface for 15 minutes so that 
the wedi sealant/adhesive can bond properly.

Apply wedi Joint Sealant and a strip wedi Building Panel in any thickness. 
This strip’s cementitious coating side will allow you to better set tile.

Apply wedi Joint Sealant around the cut out and insert the sink. You can 
also cut recesses into the wedi Building Panel to allow for a deeper or 
close to flush with the tile installation of a sink.

Wrap the edge with wedi sealing tape or reinforcing tape.

You can tile immediately. The assembly is waterproof and lightweight.

1

4

6

5

7

2 3



wedi Building Panels are not just an underlayment for floors and 

walls; they are a foundation for unique bath furniture. Strong, 

waterproof & flexible, wedi building panels can handle any design 

challenge - just cut the panels to your desired size and shape.

Constructing Individual Furniture
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Constructing Individual Bathroom Furniture

wedi® Building Panels open up any possibility in the design of circular and other shapes. Whether you wish to achieve tight curves or 
semicircular solutions, the wedi Building Panel grants you plenty of scope to develop your ideas for virtually all applications. Since wedi 
Building Panels offer exceptional moisture protection and heat insulation, you can be assured your installations are guaranteed to meet the 
highest quality standards, no matter the shape and size you chose to create. Here is just one example how to shape the wedi building panel:

Create a series of cuts into the wedi Building Panels 1/2 the thickness  
of the panel deep.

To shape the wedi Building 
Panel  according to your wishes, 
you must first create a type of 
 template, e.g. out of wood.

Then place the wedi Building Panel 
flush along the structure, with the 
incisions facing upwards …

… and apply wedi Self Adhesive 
Mesh Tape.

Once the thinset mortar has set, 
the shaped wedi Buiding Panel can 
be moved into its intended final 
position or application.

A wide range of other shapes are 
possible using the wedi Building 
Panel  . All you need is a template 
shaped to suit your needs.

Important: We recommend to 
waterproof over cut wedi Building 
Panels in wet areas as the panels 
are cut to bend properly, but may 
break through in handling.

1

4 5

2

6

3

Building Panels Installation Instructions



Tools and Methods to cut wedi Building 
Panels in flexible shapes

Cut the wedi Building 
Panel using a utility knife 
and straight edge.

This way wave shape 
constructions can be 
produced.

For a small radius - cut 
out wedges from the 
building panel or ...

... and bend it into 
a curve.

... cut the wedi 
Building Panel using 
a hand-held circular 
saw ...

1 2 3 4 5

Building Custom Seats and Benches
Using 2"wedi Building Panels

Measure and cut the bench pieces off a wedi 2” thick Building Panel and dry fit. When installing a corner seat, the panel edges are 
mitered for a tight fit. To achieve a slope, the part’s upper ends are cut down with a slight angle towards the front of the bench. 
The parts are adhered to the wall or to adjoining parts using the wedi Joint Sealant, continuously applied along all foam edges of 
a panel part. Excess is spread flat over the seams using a putty knife. Where the part’s backs meet the wedi wall, modified thinset 
mortar is used in a full contact surface bed. Once the bench is built, a final bead of wedi Joint Sealant is applied to safely seal 
all seams to the wedi wall. The vertical front part of the bench will show a small gap to the pitched floor. Please fill with thinset 
mortar and alkali resistant fiberglass mesh tape by wedi, applied over this seam. Alternatively, benches and seats are offered as 
prefabricated units made by wedi. For longer or larger benches built from our 2” building panel, always install one spacer every  
18” in either direction.

wedi Rectangular Bench wedi Corner Seat (M & L)wedi Full Foam Triangle Bench

Building Panels Installation Instructions
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Whether installed in a steam room with commercial 24 hour use or in a residential 

steam shower, wedi® building panels, when combined with wedi vapor barrier AEA 

VBC 500, form the industry’s first sufficient solution to protect your tiled steam room 

against the threat of water vapor transmission through walls or ceilings. 

Water vapor transmission through building materials into walls or ceiling substrates 

can cause deterioration and mold. Traditional vapor retarders and waterproofing 

methods fail to address the challenges in many situations due to higher permeability 

product properties or within incomplete installation concepts. They may also allow 

water vapor pressure against walls and ceilings to build up due to lack of insulation. 

wedi systems offer both: The strength of a sufficient vapor retarder and an insulator 

in one product system.

Steam Rooms and
Steam Showers
Residential and Commercial Use
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Residential and Commercial Use for Steam Rooms and Steam 
Showers
Whether installed in a steam room with commercial 24 hour use or in a residential steam shower, 
wedi® building panels, when combined with wedi vapor barrier AEA VBC 500, form the industry’s 
first sufficient solution to protect your tiled steam room against the threat of water vapor transmission 
through walls or ceilings and ultimately condensation inside the wall  or ceiling cavity where water 
causes rot and deterioration. Traditional vapor retarders and waterproofing methods fail to address the 
challenges associated with higher permeability product choices or installation methods. They may also 
allow water vapor pressure against walls and ceilings to build up due to lack of insulation. wedi systems 
offer ultimate protection: The strength of a sufficient vapor retarder and an insulator in one product 
system.

Maximize Protection Against Water – Vapor Permeation and Damage

Wall and ceiling assemblies in steam rooms and showers must feature sufficient vapor retarder 
attributes. Very few assemblies or products suitable in tile substrate installations can be called 
a true vapor barrier or even a sufficient retarder. A sufficient retarder is measured in PERM, a 
property relating to the permeability to water vapor for a certain product or material. A PERM rating 
may depend on the thickness of such material. It is important that when determining the PERM 
rating, ASTM E96, Method E test standard is used. A product suitable for steam rooms should 
generally have a PERM rating of 0.5 or less, in commercial applications 0.1 or less. Most common 
waterproofing membranes do not come close to providing such properties and are either not 
properly tested or show higher PERM ratings than should be allowed for steam room applications. 
Current steam shower details in the Tile Council of North America Handbook for Ceramic Glass, 
Tile and Stone Installation call for a minium PERM rating for vapor retarders of 0.5 PERMS in all 
continuous use steam rooms.

The wedi Liquid Vapor Barrier AEA-VBC-500 is used in conjunction with wedi applications in 
residential and commercial steam room installations. It is formulated to protect wall construction 
against and eliminate aggressive vapor diffusion and migration through wall or ceiling assemblies. 
Where conventional waterproofing systems are not sufficient, our vapor-proofing membranes 
applied as a liquid is used extensively in the construction industry. Our proprietary vapor barrier 
coating copolymer latex is recommended to be applied by brush, roller, trowel, or spray. Application 
typically consists of two layers; one applied to 90 degrees to the other to eliminate voids that would 
allow moisture penetration. Dry thickness is approximately 1/16”. Cure is by evaporation. Once 
cured, our product offers excellent flexibility and water vapor resistance, as well as a good bond 
surface for tile and stone installation. Due to its tenacious bond and self-healing (pinholes) and 
leveling capability over challenging surfaces, wedi Liquid Vapor Barrier AEA-VBC-500 is excellent 
for irregular surfaces, vertical surfaces and ceilings. Please go to wedicorp.com for more technical 
details regarding wedi Liquid Vapor Barrier AEA-VBC 500.

General Installation Recommendations for Steam Rooms

 •  Build a sufficient slope (2” per 1 ft.) into the ceiling so condensed water runs down toward walls 
without dripping.

 •  Lead the steam supply copper pipe into the lower third of the wall height so the steam can rise. 
Make sure the steam supply copper pipe is installed through the steam room wall in an area 
where users will not be directly exposed to hot steam and approximately 1 foot high from the 
ground. Heat protected fixtures are recommended.

 •  Properly insulate the copper steam pipe so the high temperature does  
not touch the wedi Building Panel foam (wedi resists up to 175º F).

 •  All installations of lighting should reflect heat downward. All installations  
of any fixtures must be vapor tight in product and installation.

 •  Make sure the fresh air supply and exchange is given, either by automated  
fans or through an open space (1”) between glass door and floor tile.

 •  Use only surface finishes, setting materials and other products which are made to function  
and last in a warm/cold instant change climate and water vapor pressure environment.

 •  The installation of adequately placed slip and expansion joints in the tile or stone application  
is extremely important in steam rooms. Refer to TCNA Handbook details SR614-13 and EJ171.

 •  Doors must open to the outside and must not lock. No obstacles must be present in interior  
pathways of steam room.
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wedi® Fundo Steam Shower System Installation Instructions

Legend 

A Caulking nut
B Rubber caulking gasket
C Drain body
D wedi sealant
E Rubber gasket
F Fiber gasket
G Locking nut

Optionally a glue drain 
can be obtained from 
wedi. For a cement glue 
connection, the floor pipe 
must be cut 2 1/4 inches 
below the surface of the 
subfloor.

Optionally a brass drain 
can be obtained from 
wedi. The installation 
proceeds as shown for  
the standard PVC drain 
provided with each Fundo 
base.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

2”

Tools • Bucket
• Notch Trowel
• Drill with Thinset Mixer
• Utility Knife
•  Straight Edge / T 

Square 5 ft or longer
• Speed Square

• Caulk Gun
• Handsaw
• Flat Head Screwdriver
•  Screw gun
• Solid Putty Knife
• Paper Towels
• Level

• Circular Saw
• Saw Horse
• Tape Measure
• Permanent Marker
•  Extension Cord for  

Powertools
•  Shop vacuum cleaner
•  Paint roller
•  Paint tray

wedi® Shower Drain connection 



 Set up a continuous 1/4” bead 
of wedi sealant along the top 
side of the wedi Fundos’ valve 
groove profile.

 Tighten the gaskets firmly
to the pans steel ring using the
locking nut. Make sure the drain 
body is still safely received in the 
valve-bead of sealant.

 Drop the drain body firmly
into the sealant.

 Cut the 2” pipe flush with 
or max 1/8” above the surface of 
the floor construction. Make 
sure that the cut out fits to the 
Fundo panel drain. Cut out a 5” 
diameter hole around the 2” 
pipe to allow the wedi drain to 
be inserted into the subfloor. 
The drain and trap have to be 
sturdily fastened to the sub 
floor.

 Assemble the drain unit 
 following the instruction 
 drawing.

 Turn the Fundo pan upside
down and apply the rubber 
and the fiber gasket.

Before Installation
•  Have 2 x 4 blocking pieces  

installed horizontally between 
wall studs to back the bottom 
of wedi wall panels

•  Framing should be insulated 
at wall and ceiling areas.

•  Have framing for ceiling 
pitched at rate of 2” per 12 
inches ceiling. The ceiling 
framing must be backed by  
2 x 4 pieces sideways to 
allow for proper backing of 
wedi wall and ceiling panel 
connection.

•  Subfloor is sound, level and 
meets deflection criteria. 
Wooden or concrete 

structural substrates are 
dry and loadbearing. Steel 
framing is loadbearing.

•  Floor joists not to exceed 16” 
o.c. Subfloor panels 3/4” T&G 
EGP or equivalent. 

•  2” PVC or ABS pipe is cut flush/ 
even with subfloor top surface 
and is in the correct position

•  2” drain assembly below 
floor is stabilized and will  
not sink under water load.

•  Only wedi products (Building 
Panels, Curb, Joint Sealant 
and Fasteners) are used for 
wedi Fundo Shower System 
assembly.

•  Installer has received 
instructions from wedi 
technical sales staff or is 
informed about proper 
installation methods as 
described

•  wedi shower bases can be  
cut to size using a skilsaw. 
The Z notch channel must 
be remade and cleaned from 
sawdust or contaminants.

•  Check that steam 
technology can be installed 
and connected to steam 
shower per manufacturer 
recommendation.

1

3

5

2

4

6

wedi® Fundo Steam Shower System Installation Instructions
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 Skim coat the thinset ANSI
118.4 and comb through with
a 1/4” x 1/4” notched trowel. 
Channels pointing to the  
entrance.

 Set up the rubber caulking
gasket (with the bevelled side
up) around the 2” pipe in the
subfloor. The rubber gasket 
must be flush with the upper 
end of the 2” ABS or PVC pipe. 

  Do Not use any Lubricants.

 Trowel the thinset on the 
rear side of the Fundo again 
using a 1/4” x 1/4” notched  
trowel.

 Press the Fundo firmly into
the thinset bed, ensuring that
the installation is level and void
free. Apply some weight equally 
and for at least 30 minutes 
(thinset bags).

 You are ready to install the
wedi panels around the Fundo,
fixed and sealed in the Fundo
channels bead of sealant. Fasten 
the panels directly to the studs 
using one fastener per foot 
starting 1 foot above shower 
floor. One extra fastener is set 
in between seams of panels 
to create a flush transition. 
Make sure that you install wedi 
building panel on the ceiling 
using 1 fastener and washer 
per every 6 inches. The ceiling 
panel should be installed prior 
to finally installing and sealing 
the last wedi wall panels against 
the wedi panels on the ceiling.

 Set up a continuous 1/2 bead 
of wedi sealant between and 
in all seams to adjaced panels 
or the base or components. 
Excessive sealant is smoothed out 
using a putty knife. An additional 
1/2” bead of wedi sealant is set 
along all seams topically and 
spread flat over the seam so that 
the seams are covered 1” on  
either side of the seam. All 
fastener points are covered with 
sealant and coverage exceeds the 
fastener edge by 1 inch.   

 Tighten (squeeze) the rubber 
caulking gasket firmly with the 
caulking nut (use a flat headed 
screwdriver) and finally insert 
the plastic frame and strainer 
on top (without adhesive). The 
frame and strainer will be held 
in a flexible grout joint.

 Set up a continuous 1/2” 
bead of wedi sealant along 
the pans channel on the outer 
perimeter and only in areas 
where you can immediately 
install a building panel into the 
fresh sealant. Push the wedi 
panel all the way down into the 
channel. Smooth out excess 
sealant using a putty knife.

7
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12
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wedi® Fundo Steam Shower System Installation Instructions



 Weight is applied on and 
against the curb from the 
outside for 30 minutes. Another 
1/2” bead of wedi joint sealant is 
applied over all curb connection 
seams and spread flat to cover 
the seams 1” each side of a 
seam.

 A continuous 1/2” bead of 
sealant is set into the channel 
and along the vertical curb 
notch part. A 1/2” bead of seal-
ant is set against both wedi 
walls. A 1/2” bed of thin set 
mortar is set on the floor. The 
tightly cut to fit curb is pressed 
into the connnection. 

 wedi Niches are installed in 
a cut out in the wedi wall and 
attach with it‘s flange right 
into the center of 16 o.c. studs. 
wedi joint sealant is set along 
the connection of wall to niche.  
Do not install wedi niches in 
framing of exterior walls as it 
will create a break in your basic 
insulation.  

 2 Fasteners each side of the 
niche are set to create a flush 
transition to the wall panels. 
Another 1/2” bead of wedi seal-
ant is spread over fasteners 
and seams.

15

17

 Now apply wedi vapor barrier 
in two coats over all interior 
surfaces on wall, ceiling and 
seats or other wedi product  
inside the steam shower. 
Observe drying time between 
coats ( 30 – 45 minutes). Your 
steam shower is now ready for 
tiling.

19

16

18

wedi® Fundo Steam Shower System Installation Instructions
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Legend

A wedi Strainer
B Strainer Collar
C Optional Extension Collar

Insert Strainer Collar into pan hole (no glue / no screws). Caulk between part and tile to  
create a flexible grout joint. Extension Collar can be cut to height if part is needed.  
The caulk joint must not create a water barrier damming up the water draining through the 
thinset bed into the drain. Therefore the thinset layer must be continuous toward the drain.   

A

B

C

•  Using a 2” drain plug, the 
wedi pressure fit drain / sealing 
gasket is water tested prior  
to ceramic tile installation 
and prior to other full surface 
flood tests.

•  All bottom perimeter joints, 
curb joints and vertical joints 
are covered with wedi Joint 
Sealant. Coverage should be 
continuously visible for at least 
3/4” to 1” on each side of the 
joint.

•  No mastic adhesives are used 

After Installation
to install ceramic tile in the 
wedi system. A high quality 
modified thinset mortar is 
recommended. Tiles smaller 
than 2 x 2 inches require 
epoxy grout. Exception are 
pebble stones or river rock 
stones where a modified  
cement bade grout can be 
used. 

•  Large format tile can be used 
on wedi Fundo bases. The 
tiles must be cut where the 
slope fields meet.

•  When complete wedi shower 
system is installed with wedi 
joint sealant, a water flood 
test may be performed only  
2 hours after final application 
of wedi joint sealant 
(application temperature 
must be ambient/ interior 
with normal relative humidity 
and temperatures above 
40°F).

•  Where wedi building panel or curb overs / caps are installed over horizontal surfaces (seats, 
curbs, tubdeck transitions) do not set any fasteners and do not allow the glass door 
installation to penetrate the wedi panel as it is your waterproofing.

•  Make sure that doors are installed tight to contain water inside the shower. Make sure  
doors are installed to only load bearing reinforced framing.

•  Where wedi buildig panel is installed over corners of a structure showing an angle other  
than 90° please miter the board edges to gain adhesion surface. Utilize a wedi sealing tape  
in addition to regular sealing for safety.

wedi® Drain Cover Assembly insertion

wedi® Fundo Steam Shower System Installation Instructions



Building Panels General Information

The wedi Building Panel features a CFC-free, blue closed cell core 
made from extruded polystyrene rigid foam. The rigid foam is 
reinforced with fiberglass mesh on both sides and coated with a 
synthetic polymer resin mortar, making the wedi Building Panel 
the ideal base for setting tiles using the thinbed process.  This 
surface coating cannot peel or delaminate. The core is 100% 
waterproof and offers exceptional resistance to water vapor. 
As proof, these panels meet the stringent standards of ASTM/
ANSI testing for waterproofing and are suitable as part of a 
waterproof installation when seams and fastener heads are 
properly treated. Unlike sheet laminated foam boards or EPS 
(Expanded) foam boards, or the traditional Cement or Gypsum 
based backerboards, wedi Building Panels will not absorb water. 
They can be applied to virtually any stable substructure. wedi 
Building Panels are not just tile underlayments, they can be used 
to build actual structures for tileable design elements such as 
shelves, washstands, tub surrounds, benches or seats - all without 
the need for wooden or other framework support.

Technical Services
wedi is eager to assist in the proper use of wedi Building Panels. 
We welcome the chance to answer questions relating to our 
product. For assistance contact Technical Services North America
at 877-933-WEDI (9334) or e-mail: info@wedicorp.com. wedi 
offers in-house installation work shops, field or online and video 
based training. Our field instructors and technical personnel are 
actively involved in the industry standard development brand 
maintenance, and wedi is therefore a proud member of the NTCA 
(National Tile Contractors Association), TCNA (Tile Council of 
North America) and TTMAC (Terrazzo,Tile & Marble Association of 
Canada).

Composition & Materials
The product consists of a Styrofoam* Brand Foam insulation 
core, coated on both sides with a fiberglass mesh and polymer-
modified resin. The Building Panel surfaces are a polymer-modified 
resin,with a texture provided by the fiberglass mesh. Offering the 
best possible bond to tile adhesives in our industry today.

Finishes 
The wedi Building Panel is a perfect underlayment for direct bond 
finishes such as ceramic, porcelain, glass and other tile, natural or 
cultured stone. Cement based stucco, concrete finishes and many 
other coverings are possible.

Sound Deadening
wedi Building Panels reduce airborne sound but do not reduce 
impact sound on floors. Tiled rigid foam backerboards cannot 
offer sound reduction once installed. The tile and thinset bond 
reduce the natural sound reduction capability of foam to zero.

wedi® Building Panels - General Information
Waterproof Barrier
wedi Building Panel has been tested and demonstrated to be 
waterproof according to ANSI A118-10-1999.

Environmental Considerations/ 
Green Building
The wedi product and its manufacturing process have a 
Global Warming Impact Index of 1 (No negative impact). 
wedi Building Panels are CFC-free and inert. wedi products 
are produced without leaving any waste in production, 
can be recycled and will not contribute to water pollution. 
The high insulating properties of wedi products support 
energy conservation. Lightweight shipping helps reduce fuel 
consumption. The product is non-hazardous and user friendly 
in fabrication and use.

Fire Protection
All installations incorporating wedi Building Panels should 
provide adequate fire protection. Coverings that provide a 
15-minute thermal barrier, such as ceramic tile, are regarded 
as acceptable in most applications. The product passed the 
Room Fire Test. In the surface burning characteristics test 
it showed a flame spread index of only 10 and a smoke 
developed index of 95 (according to ASTM 84). No other 
foam based backerboard currently offers such protection. 
Quite to the contrary, many laminated foam based 
backerboards would actively fuel fire and propagate flames. 
Unlike other foam boards, it has no paper layers that ignite 
and fuel flames.

Commercial & Residential 
Construction
The wedi Building Panel is lightweight and easy to handle, 
cut and install. wedi Building Panels have met ASTM C627, 
commonly known as the Robinson Floor Test, requirements for 
residential and heavy duty commercial use on floors. It is both 
tough and strong, yet easy to work with, helping fast track 
projects and securing a project investment due to its water 
and mold protection performance. 

Building Code Approvals and 
Compliances
wedi systems are compliant with all major national building, 
construction or plumbing codes in the US and Canada. For 
up-to-date building code approvals of the wedi systems 
addressing single city, county, state or national standards, 
please visit www.wedicorp.com or contact wedi technical 
services at 877-933-9334.

*Trademark of the Dow Chemical Company



wedi Building Panel
The perfect tiling substructure for 
walls and floors » Pages 16-21

wedi Building Panel XL
Large design for use as a partition 
wall, for example » Pages 10-11

wedi Building Panel XXL
Reduce installation time, seams and 
seam treatments » Pages 10-11

wedi Building Panel
Bendable and flexible for  
individual constructions » Pages 26-28

wedi Fundo shower elements
A wide variety of floor-level or curb design  
showers » Pages 52-73

wedi Building Panel
Shower walls and wet areas  
» Page 10-11

wedi Building Panel
For tub walls & tub enclosures » 
Pages 10-13
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wedi Building Panel -  
The Ultimate Tile Backerboard
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For technical details and matching accessories, please refer to the product overview.

American Society for Testing and 
Measuring (ASTM)

ASTM C203-92 ASTM C518-91 ASTM D1621-94 ASTM D4068-95

ASTM C273-94 ASTM C627-93 ASTM D1623-78 ASTM E84-95

American National Standards Institute 
(ANSI)

ANSI A118.10-1993

Uniform Building Code (UBC) 26-3

Global Warming Impact Index of 1 (no negative impact).

Approvals & Certificates City of New York, 
MEA 912-52-SM

Fundo Shower Systems 
& Building Panels:
ICC PMG 1189  
(for USA and Canada)

Meets ASTM + 
ANSI Standards as 
applicable to intended 
applications.

TCNA handbook 
recognized for wall, 
floor, countertop, & 
more applications

DIN EN ISO 9001 BBA (British Board of 
Agrément)

UBC ICC PMG 1189

Diverse State Approvals

Properties & Test Methods Value

Thermal Conductivity 75°F (25°C) - ASTM C518 0.23 Bbtu in/hr F

Tensile Strength ASTM C297 65 psi

Shear Strength Under conditions required in ANSI A118.10-1999 54 psi

Waterproof ASTM D4068 / ANSI A118.10-1999 Passed

Capillarity 0

R-Value 75°F (25°) - ASTM C518 4.3hr ft. 2 F/Btu/in (R Value for 1” wedi = 4.3)

Flexural Strength ASTM C947 627 psi

Robinson Floor Test ASTM C627 Heavy duty commercial use

Fastener Pull Through ASTM C473 Wet 131.8 psi/Dry 196.2 psi

Temperature Limits -58 / +175° F

Freeze & Thaw ASTM C666 - 25 Cycles No disintegration/change

Waterproofness of Assembly ASTM E331 Passed, wedi Fundo Kit assembly

Fungus / Bacteria Resistance ASTM G21 Passed, No Growth

Accelerated Aging AC 71 - 25 Cycles No disintegration

UL 1715 Fire Test of interior Finish Material Passed, flame spread <10

Linear Variation AC 159/ASTM 1037-39 Passed, less than 0.074

Surface Burning Characteristics ASTM E 84-04 Flame Spread of 10 or less  
Smoke Developed Index of 95

Weight for wedi System Width    Length Thickness Weight

3’ 5’ 1/4” 8.07 lb.

3’ 5’ 1/2” 8.67 lb.

3’ 5’ 5/8” 8.97 lb.

Technical Properties
wedi® Systems meet or exceed stringent industry-accepted standards  
and are independently tested

Building Panels Technical Data



Building Panels Product Information

Description Width x Length x Thickness Unit/Palette Item #

wedi Building Panel XL 3’ x 8’ x 1/2” (900 x 2500 x 12.5 mm) 26 panels = 624 sq. ft. 01-00-00/912

wedi Building Panel XL 3’ x 8’ x 2” (900 x 2500 x 50 mm) 12 panels = 288 sq. ft. 01-00-00/950

wedi Building Panel XXL 4’ x 8’ x 1/2” (1200 x 2600 x 12.5 mm) 26 panels = 858 sq. ft. 01-00-01/612

wedi Building Panel XXL 4’ x 8’ x 2” (1200 x 2500 x 50 mm) 12 panels = 396 sq. ft. 01-00-01/250

wedi Building Panel XL & XXL

Description Width x Length x Thickness Unit/Palette Item #

wedi Building Panel 3’ x 5’ x 1/4” (914 x 1524 x 6 mm) 50 panels = 750 sq. ft. 01-07-18/006

wedi Building Panel 3’ x 5’ x 1/2” (914 x 1524 x 12.7 mm) 50 panels = 750 sq. ft. 01-07-17/064

wedi Building Panel 2’ x 4’ x 1/8” (600 x 1200 x 4 mm) 136 panels = 1,088 sq. ft. 01-00-00/004

wedi Building Panel 2’ x 8’ x 5/8” (600 x 2500 x 15.8 mm) 88 panels = 1,408 sq. ft. 01-07-16/516

wedi Building Panel 2’ x 8’ x 1” (600 x 2500 x 25.4 mm) 50 panels = 800 sq. ft. 01-07-19/325

wedi Building Panel 2’ x 8’ x 3/4” (600 x 2500 x 20 mm) 50 panels = 800 sq. ft. 01-00-00/020

wedi Building Panel 2’ x 8’ x 1 1/4” (600 x 2500 x 30 mm) 36 panels = 576 sq. ft. 01-00-00/030

wedi Building Panel 2’ x 8’ x 1 1/2” (600 x 2500 x 40 mm) 36 panels = 576 sq. ft. 01-00-00/040

wedi Building Panel 2’ x 8’ x 2” (600 x 2500 x 50 mm) 24 panels = 384 sq. ft. 01-00-00/050

wedi Building Panel
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For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.



wedi Accessories  |  Vapor Barrier AEA-VBC-0500
Description Unit  Item #

1 component ready-to-use liquid barrier coating 1 gal (coverage up to 100 sq. ft. 15-00-00/023 
on copolymer latex base over wedi panels)  

•  For use in wedi steam rooms over inside surfaces (except floors) prior to tiling

wedi Accessories  |  Sealing Tape, Fleece Laminated
Description Width x Roll Length Unit/Box Item #

Waterproof sealing tape,  5” x 32.8’ 1 roll 09-51-10/311 
fleece laminated    

wedi® Accessories  |  Coarse Thread Screws, Ceramic Coating
Description Length Unit/Box Item #

Coarse thread screws, ceramic coating 1 5/8”  100 pcs 12-00-00/009

Coarse thread screws, ceramic coating 1 5/8”  1000 pcs 12-00-00/004

• Phillips head for wood studs, premium ceramic coating (ACQ Compliant)ft

$wedi Accessories  |  Fine Thread Self Tapping Screws, Zinc Coated
Description Length Unit/Box Item #

Fine thread self-tapping zinc coated 1 1/4”  100 pcs 12-00-00/010 
screws for steel studs    

• For metal framework with no risk of electric/galvanic corrosion. Phillips head.

•  Tabbed washers provide four tabs for fast and secure placement. wedi Washers provide a solid gauge according to  
ISO standards and less potential for deformation. Load capabilities are independently tested. 

ft

$

ft

$

ft

$

wedi Accessories  |  Tab Steel Washers, Galvanized
Description Diameter Unit/Box Item #

Tab Steel Washers, Galvanized 1 1/4”  100 pcs 12-00-00/006

Tab Steel Washers, Galvanized 1 1/4” 1000 pcs 12-00-00/001

Washer, without tabs for flooring 1 1/4”  100 pcs 12-00-00/007
(Tabs) (No tabs)

Installation Accessories and Tools Product Information

wedi Accessories  |  Meshtape, Self-adhesive
Description Width x Roll Length Unit/Box Item #

Meshtape,  5” x 82’ 1 roll 09-52-25/053 
self-adhesive    

Meshtape,  24” x 164’ 1 roll 09-52-15/052 
self-adhesive    

 • The mesh tape is alkali resistant.ft

$



Description  Unit Item #

wedi Sausage Gun,   1 piece 12-00-00/011
gun for wedi joint MS polymer sealant sausages  

wedi Sausage Gun Replacement Tip  per piece 12-00-00/012

 
• 1 sausage gun

wedi Sausage Gun | Gun for MS Polymer Sealant Sausages and 
Replacement Tips

ft

$

Description Contents Unit Item #

wedi Joint Sealant, 
MS polymer sealant 10 oz. 1 Cartridge 12-00-00/005

wedi Joint Sealant, 
MS polymer sealant 20 oz. 1 Sausage 12-00-00/002

           •  Permanently flexible, waterproof sealant for joint treatment.

wedi Joint Sealant  |  MS Polymer Sealant and Adhesive

ft

$

Installation Accessories and Tools Product Information
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Description Dimensions Unit  Item #

Waterproof Sealing Collar 4 3/4” x 4 3/4” 1 pc 12-09-51/001 
for 1/2” to 3/4” plumbing pipes  
and protrusions

wedi Flexi-Collar

Description Dimensions Unit Item #

Waterproof inside corner sealing tape,  4 3/4” x 4 3/4” x 2 1/4” 2 pcs 09-51-30/001 
fleece laminated 

Waterproof outside corner sealing tape,  4 1/2” x 4 1/2” x 2 1/4” 2 pcs 09-51-35/001 
fleece laminated

wedi Accessories  |  Corner Sealing Tape, Fleece Laminated

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.

(Inside Corner) (Outside Corner)



wedi Tools  |  Margin Trowel
Description  Unit/Bag  Item #

wedi tools, margin trowel,  1 pc 14-00-00/012 
carbonated steel    

wedi Tools  |  Notch Trowel Made of Stainless Steel
Description Dimensions Unit/Box  Item #

wedi tools, notch trowel 1/8” x 1/8” square  12 pcs 14-00-00/005

wedi tools, notch trowel 1/4” x 1/4” square  12 pcs 14-00-00/006

wedi tools, notch trowel 3/8” x 3/8” square 12 pcs 14-00-00/007

wedi Tools  |  Grout Float
Description Dimensions Unit/Box Item #

wedi tools, grout float 4” x 9 1/2” 12 pcs 14-00-00/008

wedi tools, grout float 4” x 12”  12 pcs 14-00-00/009

wedi Tools  |  Wooden Float
Description Dimensions Unit/Box Item #

wedi tools, wooden float 4 1/2” x 16” 12 pcs 14-00-00/010 
for wedi subliner installation    

Installation Accessories and Tools Product Information

wedi Tools  |  Corner Putty Knife
Description  Unit/Bag  Item #

wedi tools, corner putty knife  1 pc 14-00-00/011 
for wedi shower system installations   

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.

 • Solid Stem; specialized handle/grip.

 • For thinset distribution.
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Design: wedi Riolito Shower Floor in conjuction with wedi Discreto wall drainage, see pages 64-65 for installation instructions.



Prefabricated Modular
Accessories 
Seats & Niches, Curbs & Ramps

Because wedi Building Panels can be cut with simple tools and in a clean and easy way, 

professional tradesmen use it to field fabricate custom benches, custom soap niches or 

custom shelving. When cut parts are sealed with wedi joint sealant, the options are without 

limit and the installation safe. Where speed of installation however is important, our 

tradesmen can rely on wedi prefabricated product solutions for benches, seats, niches, curb 

over caps and much more. These products are designed for a drop in and tile installation 

and complete your installation of a wedi shower system - every part of it under the wedi 

warranty.  



Discover more about our  
prefabricated and customizable 
options for truly amazing  
bathroom tile installations

n  wedi Building Panels “Construct” – with precut 
Panels BA Construct you can create curves and 
other shapes  

n  Shower seats & benches – easier and quicker to 
install than metal trays with concrete fillers and 
safer than wood supported seats

n  Prefabricated niches – the perfect fit for shampoo  
bottles and other bath necessities

n  Curbs & ramps – a wide range of shower entry 
designs for transitions 
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wedi shower seats and benches install much quicker and easier than metal 

tray or concrete seats. Plus, they bond well to thinset mortar and are 100% 

waterproof due to the CFC-free extruded polystyrene closed cell foam core 

and will not cause efflorescence or discolorations or waterproofing issues as 

frequently observed with products including mortar fills.

Create the perfect waterproof seating solution for your shower.

Shower Seats & Benches
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wedi® prefabricated niches are fabricated from 

½” Building Panels and come in five different 

size options. The perfect fit for all your shower 

necessities, our niches install quickly and safely, 

and integrate flush into the wall panel assembly 

with wedi fasteners and wedi sealant.

Prefabricated Niches



wedi Shower Rampwedi Curb Overwedi Full Foam Curb
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Available in several options for shower entry designs where transitions are required. wedi curbs and ramps can be installed with wedi Fundo 

shower bases, as well as conventional mortar bed systems. Waterproof and versatile, our curbs and ramps may be tiled before glass doors, 

panels or glass blocks are installed. Epoxy glue is recommended instead of screw fasteners when installing shower door tracks.

Curbs & Ramps
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Create curvy walls and tub surrounds, with or without framework.  

wedi Building Panels are available in different thicknesses and can be 

cut on site so you can bend them and create a clean, exact radius.

Creating Curves with 
wedi® Precut Building Panels



Description Width x Length x Height Unit  Item #

wedi Seat M, Suspended Seat 17” x 17” (wall sides) x 4” 1 pc 07-37-84/300

wedi Seat L, Suspended Seat 24” x 24” (wall sides) x 4” 1 pc 07-37-84/400

wedi® Shower Seat M&L

Description Width x Length x Height    Unit  Item #

wedi Bench, Rectangular 16” x 32” x 20” sloped    1 pc 07-37-84/100

wedi Full Foam Corner Seat 23” x 23” (wall sides) x 20”, sloped    1 pc 07-37-84/101

 • Rectangular bench made with 2” wedi Building Panel, full foam corner seat made of solid XPS foam.

 • These units are pre-made and ready for thinset installation against walls and feature and 1/8” slope to the front.

Description Width x Length x Height Unit  Item #

BA Construct (widthwise cut) 2’ x 8’ x 1 1/4” Precut to bend 1 pc 01-07-08/030

BA Construct (lengthwise cut) 2’ x 8’ x 1 1/4” Precut to bend 1 pc 01-07-09/030

BA Construct (widthwise cut) 2’ x 8’ x 2” Precut to bend 1 pc 01-07-08/050

BA Construct (lengthwise cut) 2’ x 8’ x 2” Precut to bend 1 pc 01-07-09/050

wedi Bench | Rectangular and Full Foam Triangular Seats

wedi Building Panels for Curved Designs - Precut to Bend

ft

$

Prefabricated Elements | Seats, Benches Product Information

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.



Description Width x Length x Height Unit  Item #

wedi Curb Over Square Edges 5” x 5’ x 4 1/2” 1 pc 07-43-17/000

wedi Curb Over Square Edges 5” x 8’ x 4 1/2” 1 pc 07-43-18/000

  • Installation over 2” x 4”’s construction. CAUTION: Do not allow Glass Door Assembly to penetrate Curb Over

Description Dimension Unit Item #

wedi Niche Square Edges 16” x 8” 1 pc 07-43-15/200

wedi Niche Square Edges 16” x 12” 1 pc 07-43-15/250

wedi Niche Square Edges 16” x 16” 1 pc 07-43-15/300

wedi Niche Square Edges 16” x 22” incl. removable shelf 1 pc 07-43-15/400

wedi Lean Combo Niche 16” x 42” incl. 2 removable shelves 1 pc 07-43-15/350

• Installation over 2” x 4”’s construction, 16” o.c. framework

Description Width x Length x Height Unit  Item #

wedi Curb Full Foam Square Edges 5” x 5’ x 4 1/2” 1 pc 07-43-19/002

wedi Curb Full Foam Square Edges 5” x 8’ x 4 1/2” 1 pc 07-43-19/001

  • Sloped on top surface

Description Width x Length x Height Unit  Item #

wedi Shower Ramp* 12” x 5’, sloped 1 1/2” to 1/4” 1 pc 07-37-36/517

wedi Shower Ramp 8” x 6’, sloped 1 1/2” to 1/4” 1 pc 07-37-35/517

  •  *ADA compliant

wedi | Curb Over

wedi Niche | Square Edges

wedi | Full Foam Curb

wedi | Shower Ramps
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16” x 16”

16” x 22”

16” x 42”

Prefabricated Elements | Niches, Curbs, Ramps Product Information
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wedi® Waterproof Shower Systems offer reliable, cost-efficient solutions for 

constructing 100% waterproof and mold proof showers. These systems are easy 

to install and open up a whole new world of design possibilities for showers, 

wet areas and baths. wedi shower systems blend the traditional values of design 

flexibility and robustness while offering the added benefit that comes with state 

of the art material and manufacturing technologies.

Used in combination with wedi Building Panels on walls, our shower bases offer 

an excellent alternative to traditional installation methods. No more presloping, 

pan liners, mud beds and floating, waterproofing membranes or weephole 

drains. Eliminate the risks of pan liner cracks, clogged weepholes and mold 

growth, plus reduce the installation time from 2-3 days to only 30 minutes.

Fundo
Waterproof Shower System Solutions



All installations are ready  
to tile the same day!

n Create 100% waterproof & mold proof showers

n Pre-sloped, ready-to-tile shower pans

n Easy-to-install & customizable (cut on site to fit)

n  Industry’s only IPC compliant field assembled and 
tileable shower system that  
offers all installation components from one 
manufacturer—from bottom to top

n Use with small or large format tile

n  Build with curbs and ramps, or at floor level 
(recessed)

n  System can be flood tested in just 2 hours after 
wedi joint sealant installation!
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Traditional square or rectangular options offer generous space  

for showers-measure, possibly cut to size, install in less than  

30 minutes – no matter which size!

Fundo Primo
Cost Efficient Solutions for Waterproof Showers



The wedi® Fundo Discreto, the world’s first vertical drain cover system 

panel that can be built into double walls or seats, and can be installed 

over fitting wedi Riolito channel drain systems.

The brand-new Fundo Discreto has a 100% waterproof core, integrated 

design and reversible cover (finished in brushed stainless steel, or it can be 

reversed and tiled over) and offer the ability to clean with ease, making it 

the ultimate shower wall drain solution. See the Fundo Discreto technical 

data sheet on wedicorp.com for design possibilities and installation 

techniques.

Fundo Discreto
Attractive, elegant and unassuming shower wall drainage

5 4 | 5 5
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Fundo Riolito  & Fundo Riofino
wedi’s pre-sloped shower base, features the ONLY fully sealed and factory integrated 
waterproof linear drain assembly available for customizable shower floor systems 
today

The integrated drain ensures your installation is not exposed to the risk commonly 
associated with bonding flange/taping installation-type single drain products.

wedi Riolito Models are available with slope designs featuring either a traditional one- 
way slope (add slope at back of drain) making large format tile installation easy to 
install without cuts. Further Models provide a four-way slope

The level perimeter of the four-way slope shower bases guarantees a perfect 
installation  
when recessing the base into a subfloor where a flush to the floor entry is required. 
The large, tileable and sloped areas around the drain make the tile installation clean 
and professional.

These unique prefabricated and directly tileable units allow water to drain away 
through a narrow gap between the cover plate and tile surface covering..
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Linear Drain Shower Floor Solutions

Linear Drainage Solutions
n Factory integrated linear drain

n Multiple sizes with different sloped designs, bases are 
 customizable in the field

n  Simple drain hook ups are Ideal for small or large format tile with  
limited cuts

n Works with waterproof wedi building panels and curbs

n Easy drain cleaning

n Surface finished or tileable drain covers available



Fundo Primo Installation Instructions

wedi® Fundo Primo - 
Step by Step Installation

Legend

A Caulking Nut
B Rubber Caulking Gasket
C Drain Body
D wedi® Sealant
E Rubber Gasket
F Fiber Gasket
G Locking Nut

Tools & Materials

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

2”

•	Bucket
•	Notch	Trowel
•	Drill	with	Thinset	Mixer
•	Utility	Knife
•	Straight	Edge	/	T-Square	
	 5	ft.	or	longer
•	Speed	Square

•	Caulk	Gun
•	Handsaw
•	Flat	Head	Screwdriver
•	Screw	Gun
•	Solid	Putty	Knife
•	Paper	Towels
•	Level

•	Circular	Saw
•	Saw	Horse
•	Tape	Measure
•	Permanent	Marker
•	Extension	Cord	for	
	 Powertools

Installing wedi® Fundo Shower Base onto wooden or concrete floors

Legend

A Caulking nut
B Rubber caulking gasket
C Drain body
D wedi sealant
E Rubber gasket
F Fiber gasket
G Locking nut

Optionally a glue drain can 
be obtained from wedi. For 
a cement glue connection, 
the floor pipe must be cut 2 
1/4 inches below the surface 
of the subfloor.

Optionally a brass drain 
can be obtained from wedi. 
The installation proceeds as 
shown for  
the standard PVC drain 
provided with each Fundo 
base.

Tools
• Bucket
• Notch Trowel
• Drill with Thinset Mixer
• Utility Knife
•  Straight Edge / T 

Square 5 ft or longer
• Speed Square

• Caulk Gun
• Handsaw
• Flat Head Screwdriver
•  Screw gun
• Solid Putty Knife
• Paper Towels
• Level

• Circular Saw
• Saw Horse
• Tape Measure
• Permanent Marker
•  Extension Cord for  

Powertools
•  Shop vacuum cleaner

•  Have 2x 4 blocking installed 
vertically between studs 
along the bottom perimeter  
of framing to back the 
bottom of wedi wall panels.

•  Subfloor is sound, level and 
meets deflection criteria. 
Wooden or concrete 
structural substrates are 
dry and loadbearing. Steel 
framing is loadbearing.

•  Floor joists not to exceed 16” 
o.c. Subfloor panels 3/4” T&G 

EGP or equivalent. 
•  2” PVC or ABS pipe is cut flush 

with or max. of 1/8“ above top 
surface of subfloor top surface 
and is in the correct position

•  2” drain assembly below 
floor is stabilized and will  
not sink under water load.

•  Only wedi products (Building 
Panels, Curb, Joint Sealant 
and Fasteners) are used for 
wedi Fundo Shower System 
assembly.

•  Installer has received 
instructions from wedi 
technical sales staff or is 
informed about proper 
installation methods as 
described

•  wedi shower bases can be  
cut to size using a skilsaw. 
The Z notch channel must 
be remade and cleaned from 
sawdust or contaminants.

Before Installation
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Fundo Primo Installation Instructions

 Set up a continuous 1/4” bead 
of wedi sealant along the top 
side of the wedi Fundos’ valve 
groove profile.

 Tighten the gaskets firmly
to the bases‘ steel ring using 
the locking nut. Make sure the 
drain body is still safely received 
in the valve-bead of sealant.

 Drop the drain body firmly
into the sealant.

 Cut the 2” pipe flush (or 
max. 1/8“ above) to the floor 
construction. Make sure that 
the cut out fits to the Fundo 
panel drain. Cut out a 5” 
diameter hole around the 2” 
pipe to allow the wedi drain to 
be inserted into the subfloor. 
The drain and trap have to be 
sturdily fastened to the sub 
floor.

 Assemble the drain unit 
 following the instruction 
 drawing.

 Turn the Fundo base upside
down and apply the rubber 
and the fiber gasket.

1

3

2

4

6

 Skim coat the thinset ANSI
118.4 and comb through with
a 1/4” x 1/4” notched trowel. 
Channels pointing to the  
entrance.

 Set up the rubber caulking
gasket (with the bevelled side
up) around the 2” pipe in the
subfloor. The rubber gasket 
must be flush with the upper 
end of the 2” ABS or PVC pipe. 

  Do Not use any Lubricants.

 Trowel the thinset on the 
rear side of the Fundo again 
using a 1/4” x 1/4” notched  
trowel.

 Press the Fundo firmly into
the thinset bed, ensuring that
the installation is level and void
free. Apply some weight equally 
and for at least 30 minutes 
(thinset bags).

7

9

8

10

5



Fundo Primo Installation Instructions

 Push the wedi panel all 
the way into the channel of 
the shower base channel and 
its bead of sealant. Remove 
pushed out sealant on inside 
seam using a putty knife. 
Fasten the panels directly to 
the studs starting 1 ft above 
the base and at a rate of 1 
fastener per 1ft. One extra 
fastener is set into the seam to 
the next panel to crate a flush 
transition.

 Apply continuous 1/2” 
beads of sealant between all 
connections of panels and 
install with thigthly butted 
seams. Excess sealant must be 
spread flat with a putty knife. 
All seams and fastener heads 
in the assembly are covered 
with a secondary 1/2” bead of 
sealant and spread flat. The 
seams should be covered 1” on 
either side of seam. All fastener/
washers are covered with sealant 
stretching 1” over the washer 
edges. 

 Tighten (squeeze) the rubber 
caulking gasket firmly with the 
caulking nut (use a flat headed 
screwdriver) and finally insert 
the plastic frame and strainer 
on top (without adhesive). The 
frame and strainer will be held 
in a flexible grout joint.

 Set up a continuous 1/2” bead 
of wedi sealant along the pans 
channel on the outer perimeter 
and only in areas where you 
can immediately install a 
building panel into the fresh 
sealant.

11

13

12

14

 Weight is applied on and 
against the curb ( from outside) 
and another 1/2” bead of sealant 
is applied over all curb seams 
and spread flat. The seams must 
be covered 1” either side of a 
seam.   

 A continuous 1/2” bead of 
sealant is set into the channel 
and along the vertical curb 
notch part. A circle of 1/2” 
sealant bead is set against the 
wall panels where the curb 
attaches. A 1/2” x 1/2” bed of 
thinset mortar is applied to 
the subfloor. The tightly cut 
to fit curb is pressed into the 
connection.  

 wedi Niches are installed in 
a cut out in the wedi wall and 
attached with it‘s flange right 
into the center of 16 o.c. studs. 
wedi joint sealant is set along 
the connection of wall to niche.  

 2 Fasteners each side of the 
niche are set to create a flush 
transition to the wall panels. 
Another 1/2” bead of wedi seal-
ant is spread over fasteners 
and seams.

15

17

16

18
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•  Where wedi building panel or curb overs / caps are installed over horizontal surfaces (seats, 
curbs, tubdeck transitions) do not set any fasteners and do not allow the glass door track  
installation to penetrate the wedi panel as it is your waterproofing.

•  Make sure that  doors are installed tight to contain water inside the shower. Make sure  
doors are installed to only load bearing reinforced framing.

•  Where wedi buildig panel is installed over corners of a structure showing an angle other  
than 90° please miter the board edges to gain adhesion surface. Utilize a wedi sealing tape  
in addition to regular sealing for safety.

Fundo Primo Installation Instructions

Legend

A. wedi Stainless Steel Drain    
Cover

B. Stainless Steel Frame

C. PVC Extension Collar

A

B

C

•  Using a 2” drain plug, the 
wedi pressure fit drain / sealing 
gasket is water tested prior  
to ceramic tile installation 
and prior to other full surface 
flood tests.

•  All bottom perimeter joints, 
curb joints and vertical joints 
are covered with wedi Joint 
Sealant. Coverage should be 
continuously visible for at least 
3/4” to 1”.

•  No mastic adhesives are used 
to install ceramic tile in the 

After Installation
wedi system. A high quality 
modified thinset mortar is 
recommended. Tiles smaller 
than 2 x 2 inches require 
epoxy grout. Exception are 
pebble stones or river rock 
stones where a modified  
cement based grout can be 
used. 

•  Large format tile can be used 
on wedi Fundo bases. The 
tiles must be cut where the 
slope fields meet.

•  When complete wedi shower 
system is installed with wedi 
joint sealant, a water flood 
test may be performed only  
2 hours after final application 
of wedi joint sealant 
(application temperature 
must be ambient/ interior 
with normal relative humidity 
and temperatures above 
40°F).

Insert Strainer Collar into base hole (no glue / no screws). Caulk between part and tile to  
create a flexible grout joint. Extension Collar can be cut to height if part is needed.  
The caulk joint must not create a water barrier damming up the water draining through the 
thinset bed into the drain. Therefore the thinset layer must be continuous toward the drain.   



Fundo Riolito & Riofino Installation Instructions

wedi Fundo Riolito & Riofino - Step by Step Installation
Legend

A Curb
B  wedi Fundo Riolito/Riofino
C Building Panel
D Sealing collar
E Screws
F Drain body

A

B

C

E

F

D

Tools • Bucket
• Notch Trowel
• Drill with Thinset Mixer
• Utility Knife
•  Straight Edge / T 

Square 5 ft or longer
• Speed Square
• Caulk Gun

• Handsaw
• Flat Head Screwdriver
•  Cordless Drill  

or Hammer
• Solid Putty Knife
• Paper Towels
• Level
• Circular Saw

• Saw Horse
• Tape Measure
• Permanent Marker
•  Extension Cord for Powertools
•  PVC Pipe Cement Glue  

and Primer
• Inside PVC Pipe Cutter
• Shop vacuum cleaner

Before Installation
•  Subfloor is sound, level and 

meets deflection criteria. 
Wooden or concrete 
structural substrates are 
dry and loadbearing. Steel 
framing is loadbearing.

•  Floor joists not to exceed 16” 
o.c. Subfloor panels 3/4” T&G 
EGP or equivalent.

•  If Shower base is to be  
installed floor level, make 
sure you build out a stable 
depression and deep enough 
to receive base + thin set

•  2” PVC pipe is cut 1 1/8” to  
1 1/4” below top of sub floor 
surface

•  2” drain assembly below 
floor is stabilized and will not 
sink under water load

•  Make sure wedi drain and 2” 
pipe is safely connected using 
PVC cement and primer

•  Only wedi products (wedi 
sealant , wedi fasteners, wedi 
building panel, wedi curb, 
wedi ramp) are used for wedi 
Fundo Riolito/Riofino assembly.

•  Installer has been instructed 
by wedi staff or has been  
informed about proper wedi 
assembly steps through wedi 
installation brochure and video.

•  Have 2 x 4 blocking installed 
vertically between studs along 
the bottom perimeter of 
framing to back the bottom 
of wedi wall panels

•  wedi shower bases can be 
cut to size using a skilsaw. 
The Z notch channel must be 
remade. Remove all sawdust 
and contaminants from base and 
channels. 

 Assemble the drain unit 
 following the instruction 
 drawing.

 Cut the 2” pipe 1 1/8” to 1 1/4” 
below the top of the subfloor  
surface of the floor construction. 
Make sure that the cut out fits to 
the Fundo panel drain. Cut out a 
5 1/4” to 6“ diameter hole around 
the 2” pipe to allow the wedi 
drain to be inserted into the 
subfloor. The drain and trap 
have to be sturdily fastened  
to the subfloor.

Installing wedi® Fundo Shower Base onto wooden or concrete floors

1
2
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Fundo Riolito & Riofino Installation Instructions

 Set up a continuous 1/2”  
bead at the perimeter channel 
and only in areas where you 
can immediately install a building 
panel into the fresh sealant.

 Push the wedi panel all the 
way into the channel of the 
shower base channel and its 
bead of sealant. Remove pushed 
out sealant on inside seam using 
a putty knife. Fasten the panels 
directly to the studs starting 1 
ft above the base and at a rate 
of 1 fastener per 1ft. One extra 
fastener is set into the seam to 
the next panel to crate a flush 
transition.

 Skim coat the thinset ANSI
118.4 and comb through with
a 1/4” x 1/4” notch trowel.

 Trowel the thinset on the 
rear side of the Fundo again 
using a 1/4” x 1/4” notch trowel.

 Press the Fundo firmly into
the thinset bed, ensuring that
the installation is level and void
free. Apply some weight equally 
and for at least 30 minutes 
(thinset bags).

 Glue and seal the wedi drain 
body to the 2” pipe. Mount the 
sealing collar to  
the wedi Riolito/Riofino  
underside counterpart using a 
manual phillips screwdriver.

3

5

7

4

6

8

 Apply continuous 1/2” 
beads of sealant between all 
connections of panels and 
install with thigthly butted 
seams. Excess sealant must be 
spread flat with a putty knife. 
All seams and fastener heads 
in the assembly are covered 
with a secondary 1/2” bead of 
sealant and spread flat. The 
seams should be covered 1“ on 
either side of seam. All fastener/
washers are covered with 
sealant stretching 1“ over the 
washer edges. 

 wedi Niches are installed in 
a cut out in the wedi wall and 
attached with it‘s flange right 
into the center of 16 o.c. studs. 
wedi sealant is set along the 
connection of wall to niche. 

 2 Fasteners each side of the 
niche are set to create a flush 
transition to the wall panels. 
Another 1/2” bead of wedi seal-
ant is spread over fasteners 
and seams.

 A continuous 1/2” bead of 
sealant is set into the channel and 
along the vertical curb notch part. 
A circle of 1/2” sealant bead is set 
against the wall panels where the 
curb attaches. A 1/2” x 1/2” bed of 
thinset mortar is applied to the 
subfloor. The tightly cut to fit curb 
is pressed into the connection. 
Weight is applied on and against 
the curb ( from outside) and 
another 1/2” bead of sealant is 
applied over all curb seams and 
spread flat. The seams must be 
covered 1” either side of a seam.

9

11

10

12



Fundo Riolito Drain Cover Installation Instructions

After Installation

Installation instructions wedi Fundo Riolito Drain Cover

General Information

A  Drain Cover Fundo 
Riolito standard: Polished 
Stainless Steel Standard 
Version

B   Drain Cover Fundo Riolito 
exclusive: High Grade 
Stainless Steel Version

C  Drain Cover Fundo Riolito 
tileable: Can be tiled with 
epoxy glue / adhesive. Can 
be used for 1/4” and 1/2”  
tile / stone (reverse cover)

•  All bottom perimeter joints, 
curb joints, vertical and 
horizontal panel joints are 
visibly covered with wedi 
sealant. Coverage should be 
continuously visible for at 
least ¾” to 1” on each side 
of the joint.

•  No mastic adhesives are to 
be used to install tile in wedi 
shower systems.

•  Ceramic tiles smaller than  
2”x 2” must be grouted using 
epoxy grout. River Rock or 
Pebble Stones must be grouted 
with a modified  
cementitous sanded grout.

•  Large format tile can be used 
on wedi Fundo bases. The tiles 
must be cut where the slope 
fields meet unless a  
single slope model is used.

•  When complete wedi shower 

system is installed with wedi 
joint sealant, a water flood 
test may be performed only  
2 hours after final application 
of wedi joint sealant 
(application temperature must 
be ambient / interior with 
normal relative humidity and 
temperatures above 40°F).

•  Where wedi building panel or curb overs / caps are installed over horizontal surfaces (seats, 
curbs, tubdeck transitions) do not set any fasteners and do not allow the glass door track  
installation to penetrate the wedi panel as it is your waterproofing.

•  Make sure that  doors are installed tight to contain water inside the shower. Make sure  
doors are installed to only load bearing reinforced framing.

•  Where wedi buildig panel is installed over corners of a structure showing an angle other  
than 90° please miter the board edges to gain adhesion surface. Utilize a wedi sealing tape  
in addition to regular sealing for safety.

A

B

C
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Fundo Riolito Drain Cover and Discreto Installation Instructions

Fundo  Discreto Installation Instructions

 Align the square screw 
heads so that the drain cover 
finish can be inserted. The 
screw heads will support the 
drain cover finish even under 
heavy duty conditions.

 Mount the screw heads 
to the threaded bolts inside 
the drain channel and bring 
them to the desired height so 
that the drain cover finish will 
sit slightly lower or flush with 
your tile or stone.

1

System includes spacers which 
can be used to align the screw 
heads before inserting the 
cover plate and they can be 
used to lay out tile or stone 
straight to the spacer which 
stops the tile at the edge to 
the channel. 

Spacers

2

1

7

2

8

3 4

9

5

106

Apply wedi Joint Sealant to the 
underside of the plastic flange 
which will rest on the Riolito 
surface. Note: When the Riolito 
product is not being used, this 
flange should be cut away as 
it does not conform with slope 
designs other than Riolito. 

Remove any excess joint sealant 
from the inside areas of the 
Discreto with a utility knife when 
it has dried to clean up the area.

When using Riolito or Riofino 
offset bases, insert the grey 
spacers into the channel. When 
Fundo Primo or Fundo OneStep 
products with offset drains are 
used, spacers are not required. 

Use wedi joint sealant if 
you choose to install the 
optional stainless steel plate 
(which works with the use of 
Discreto’s finished stainless 
steel drain cover).

Prepare your wedi shower floor 
unit as shown here where a 
Fundo Riolito is used. With 
slight modifications to the 
Discreto unit, you can use it 
with all Fundo models featuring 
an offset drain.

Place the Fundo Discreto unit 
over the channel/drain unit. 
Joint sealant will adhere the 
unit to the base. 

Apply some temporary weight 
against the metal plate so the 
sealant can set.

Make sure the Fundo Discreto 
is installed with a tight angle/
perpendicular to the shower 
base surface.

The unit is now installed and a 
double wall or seat/shelf unit can 
be installed around it, integrating 
the unit. The installation 
instructions show in detail how 
to insert and adjust the drain 
cover which can be reversed from 
finished surface to tileable surface.

When Riolito is used, screws 
are used in addition to the 
joint sealant when securing 
the flange to the base. 
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Technical Drawing
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Fundo Primo dezentral

Fundo Primo zentral /
Fundo Solso 

Fundo Primo zentral /
Fundo Solso 

Fundo Esteso dezentral 1200 x 900 mm  Fundo Esteso dezentral 72”x 36”(1800 x 900 mm)
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Drain position for 36” x 72”

Description Dimensions Unit  Item #

Fundo Primo, rectangular, offset drain 36” x 72” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/521

•  For tub replacement installations

Fundo Primo  |  Rectangular Floor Base, Offset Drain

ft

$

Description Dimensions Unit  Item #

Fundo Primo, square 36” x 36” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/507

Fundo Primo, square 48” x 48” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/505

Fundo Primo, square 60” x 60” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/518

Fundo Primo, square 72” x 72” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/524

Fundo Primo, rectangular 36” x 48” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/516

Fundo Primo, rectangular 36” x 60” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/506

Fundo Primo, rectangular 48” x 60” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/509

Fundo Primo, rectangular 48” x 72” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/508

Fundo Primo, rectangular 60” x 72” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/519

Fundo Primo, rectangular 48” x 84” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/522

Fundo Primo, rectangular 60” x 84” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/523

Fundo Primo, rectangular 36” x 72” incl. drain 1 pc 07-37-35/525

Fundo Primo  |  Square and Rectangular Floor Bases, Center Drain

Fundo Floor Bases  |  Customized Products

• The customized products are between 1.5” –  
   2 ” thick. Other thicknesses available upon request.

• You can freely select the position of the drain in  
   your customized product.

• Your customized products can be square, rectangular  
   or polygonal. Curves are available upon request.

ft

$

• Delivery of Fundo customized products  
   takes approx. 10-12 weeks.

 
• Slope will reflect 1/4” per one ft. (minimum)

Fundo Drain Units & Kits Standard  |  Drain, PVC, ABS and Brass
Description  Unit Item #

Fundo Drain Kit Standard, drain,  PVC or ABS  1 pc 12-00-00/015K

Fundo Drain Kit, Drain, Brass 1 pc 12-00-00/018

Fundo Glue Drain Replacement Kit, glue drain, ABS 1 pc 12-00-00/025

Fundo Compression Fit Drain Unit 1 pc 00-00-42/077

Fundo Brass Compression Fit Drain Unit 1 pc 00-00-42/150

Fundo Glue-in Drain Unit, ABS 1 pc 00-00-42/048

2" Inside Diameter Drain Pipe
Cut-Off 1/8” Above Top of Subfloor

wedi® Shower Pan

Drain Body

Rubber Caulking Gasket

Caulking Nut

4”

5 “ Diameter Hole in Subfloor

Subfloor

Locking Nut

Fiber Gasket

Rubber Gasket1 1/8”

1 7/8”

•  wedi Fundo elements vary in thickness from 1 1/2” to 2” at the perimeter. When working with modular wedi 
curbs or ramps the connection notch might need to be adjusted in the field .

ft

$

•  Absorption capacity: 17 gl/min

•  Minimum installation depth: 2 1/2”

•  Pressure fit drain

•  Comes with cover set

•   Standard drains connect to  
schedule 40 PVC or ABS pipe

ft

$
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Fundo Product Information

Description  Unit Item #

Item 42157 Special Rubber Caulking Gasket for Cast Iron Pipe Connection 1 pc 12-00-42/157

Item 42158 Special Rubber Caulking Gasket for Copper Pipe Connection 1 pc 12-00-42/158

Fundo Drain Accessories  |  2” Sealing Gasket

Description  Unit Item #

Item 42239 Heavy Duty, No Caulk, Drain Wrench 1 pc 12-00-42/239

Fundo Drain Wrench

ft

$

Important informationft

$

Scope of delivery

Fundo Fino  |  Round Drain Covers, Stainless Steel

Description Width x Length Unit Item #

Fundo Fino Classic, drain cover Round 1 pc 07-37-71/000

Description Width x Length Unit Item #

Fundo Fino Harmony, frame Round 1 pc 07-37-93/000

Description Width x Length Unit Item #

Fundo Fino Perfect, drain cover Round 1 pc 67-67-97/020

ft

$

• 1 drain cover, stainless steel

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.

All wedi Fundo Primo shower bases can be cut to size on site or ordered as a custom size.

Fundo Standard  |  Drain Cover, Stainless Steel

Description Width x Length Unit Item #

Fundo Standard, stainless steel 4” x 4” 1 pc 12-00-00/* 
drain cover, incl. frames    

• For this drain cover, the height of your tiling  
   must be at least 1/4”.

• For use with wedi Fundo Primo Base

• 1 drain cover, stainless steel

• 1 frame, stainless steel

• 1 extension collar, PVC, black

ft

$

ft

$

Color Color Number Color Color Number 
 
              Brass *019              Oil Rubbed Bronze    *026

              Copper *020               Brushed Stainless Steel   *029
                (Standard)

•  All alternative colored 
drain cover unit sets 
must be purchased as an 
additional accessory.

ft

$

Brushed Stainless Steel

Oil Rubbed Bronze Brass

Copper



Description Dimensions Unit  Item #

Fundo Trollo, wall element Height: 79 3/8” 1 pc 04-17-09/000

Fundo Trollo, floor base H x W: 1 1/2” x 44 7/8”  1 pc 07-37-35/512

      Options

Extension collar Height: 19 5/8”   1 pc 04-17-09/050

Glass swing door Height: 78 1/4”  1 pc 60-80-01/100

Glass sliding door Height: 74 7/8” 1 pc 60-80-01/200

Fundo Trollo Shower Kit   1 pc 07-37-63/000

Fundo Trollo  |  Designer Shower

Fundo Trollo, designer shower

Extension collar

Fundo Trollo, designer shower, 
with glass swing door

Fundo Trollo, designer shower, 
with glass sliding door

 • The glass door can only be mounted after tiling.

 Fundo Trollo, shower kit:

 • 1 floor base

 • 2 wall segments type “A”

 • 3 wall segments type “B” 

 • 4 splines

 • 2 - 82 ft self-adhesive joint reinforcement tape

 • 3 - wedi® Joint Sealant

 Fundo Trollo, designer shower:

 • Inside wall:  approx.  66 sq. ft. 

 • Outside wall:  approx.  75 sq. ft. 

 • Floor:  approx.  9 sq. ft.  
  

 Extension collar:

 • Inside wall:  approx.  18 sq. ft. 

 • Outside wall:  approx. 20 sq. ft. 

ft

$

ft

$

ft

$

ft

$

Fundo Product Information
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Fundo Nautilo, designer shower, 
right entry

Extension collar

Description Dimensions Unit  Item #

Fundo Nautilo, designer shower, 
right entry, consisting of:

Fundo Nautilo, wall element Height: 79 3/8” 1 pc 04-17-08/000

Fundo Nautilo, floor base, right entry W x L x H: 59 5/8” x 74 3/8” x 2”  1 pc 07-37-36/066

 

      Options

Extension collar Height: 19 5/8” 1 pc 04-17-08/050

Fundo Nautilo Shower Kit   
(left or right entrance)   1 pc 07-37-50/000

Fundo Nautilo  |  Designer Shower Right Entry

 Fundo Nautilo, designer shower:

 • 1 floor base, right entry

 • 1 wall segment type “A”

 • 2 wall segments type “B”

 • 4 wall segments type “C”

 • 1 wall segment type “D”

 • 7 splines

 • 2 x 82 ft self-adhesive joint reinforcement tape

 • 4 x wedi® Joint Sealant

 Fundo Nautilo, designer shower:

 • Inside wall:  approx. 110 sq. ft.

 • Outside wall:  approx. 124 sq. ft.

 • Floor:  approx. 18 sq. ft.

 

 Extension collar:

 • Inside wall:  approx. 24 sq. ft.

 • Outside wall:  approx. 27 sq. ft.

ft

$

ft

$

ft

$

ft

$

Important information ft

$

Please noteft

$

Scope of deliveryft

$

Options ft

$

Tileable surfaces

Description Dimensions Unit  Item #

Fundo Nautilo, designer shower, 
left entry, consisting of:

Fundo Nautilo, wall element Height: 79 3/8” 1 pc 04-17-08/000

Fundo Nautilo, floor base, left entry W x L x H: 59 5/8” x 74 3/8” x 2”  1 pc 07-37-36/065
 

      Options

Extension collar Height: 19 5/8” 1 pc 04-17-08/050

Fundo Nautilo Shower Kit   
(left or right entrance)   1 pc 07-37-50/000

Fundo Nautilo  |  Designer Shower, Left Entry

 Fundo Nautilo, designer shower:

 • 1 floor base, left entry

 • 1 wall segment type “A”

 • 2 wall segments type “B”

 • 4 wall segments type “C”

 • 1 wall segment type “D”

 • 7 splines

 • (2) 82 ft self-adhesive joint reinforcement tape

 • 4 wedi® Joint Sealant

 Fundo Nautilo, designer shower:

 • Inside wall:           approx. 110 sq. ft.

 • Outside wall:       approx. 124 sq. ft.

 • Floor:                   approx. 18 sq. ft.

 Extension collar:

 • Inside wall:           approx. 24 sq. ft.

 • Outside wall:         approx. 27 sq. ft.

ft

$

ft

$

ft

$

Extension collar

Fundo Nautilo, designer shower, 
left entry

Fundo Product Information



Description Dimension Unit  Item #

wedi Fundo Shower Kit 36” x 36” center drain 1 pc 07-37-83/509

wedi Fundo Shower Kit 36” x 48” center drain 1 pc 07-37-83/516

wedi Fundo Shower Kit 48” x 48” center drain 1 pc 07-37-83/511

wedi Fundo Shower Kit 36” x 60” center drain 1 pc 07-37-83/510

wedi Fundo Shower Kit 36” x 72” center drain 1 pc 07-37-83/125

wedi Fundo Shower Kit 36” x 72” offset drain 1 pc 07-37-83/524

wedi Fundo Shower Kit 48” x 60” center drain 1 pc 07-37-83/512

wedi Fundo Shower Kit 48” x 72” center drain 1 pc 07-37-83/513

• Wall height 80”  •  1 wedi Fundo Pan 
  •   wedi building Panels to cover up to (3) 80” walls
  •  1 drain assembly 
  •  1 full foam curb 
  •  wedi Joint Sealant 
  •  fasteners 
  •  wedi putty knife 
  •  Includes wedi installation DVD

ft

$

ft

$

•   Matching drains and drain covers 
on page 55

wedi Fundo Shower Kit

ft

$

Building Panel

Niche (Optional)

Screws and 
Washers

Curb

Fundo Shower Base

Extension Collar

Strainer Collar

Strainer

Triangle Seat
(optional)

Fundo Shower Base standard shapes and dimensions

 Square, center drain 36” x 36” incl. drain
  48” x 48” incl. drain

 Rectangular, center drain 36” x 48” incl. drain
  36” x 60” incl. drain
  48” x 60” incl. drain
  48” x 72” incl. drain
  36” x 72” incl. drain

 Rectangular, offset drain 36” x 72” incl. drain

• All products needed to build a wedi shower are included 
and provide a single manufacturer warranty. 

• Safe transportation in one box, easy estimating of 
product quantities needed.

Fundo Product Information

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.

Fundo Primo Shower Kit
Full Shower System in a Box
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ft

$

ft

$

ft

$

Description External Dimensions Channel  Item # 

 Length x Width x Height Length

Fundo Riolito, floor base, 36” x 60” x 2” incl. drain, 43 5/16” 07-37-83/526 
with channel drain four-way slope    

Fundo Riolito, floor base, 48” x 60” x 2” incl. drain, 27 1/2” 07-37-83/527 
with channel drain four-way slope    

Fundo Riolito, floor base, 48” x 72” x 2” incl. drain, 43 5/16” 07-37-83/525 
with channel drain four-way slope    

Fundo Riolito, floor base, 32” x 60” x 2-3” incl. drain,  27 1/2” 07-37-83/533 
with channel drain single slope   

Fundo Riolito  |  Floor Base, with Integrated Channel Drain

• For tile installation heights of between 1/8” and 5/8” •  1 Riolito drain cover,  
    .06” thick  stainless steel, brushed

•  (1) 5/8” screw set

• For tile installation heights of between 1/8” and 5/8” •  1 Riolito drain cover, .06” thick  stainless steel,  
    with add’l .12” stainless steel plate, brushed

•  (1) 5/8” screw set

• For tile installation heights of between 1/4” and 3/4”

• Can be used with 1/4” and 1/2” tile inserts

•  1 Riolito drain cover, .stainless steel

•  (1) 3/4” screw set

ft

$

ft

$

ft

$

Description Width x Length x Height Unit  Item #

Fundo Riolito Standard drain cover 
for 36” x 60” and 48” x 72“ Riolito base 1 5/8” x 43 1/4” x 3/4” 1 pc 67-67-97/009

Fundo Riolito Standard drain cover 
for 48” x 60” and 32” x 60”Riolito base 1 5/8” x 27 5/8” x 3/4” 1 pc 67-67-97/012

Description Width x Length x Height Unit  Item #

Fundo Riolito Exclusive drain cover 
for 36” x 60” and 48” x 72“ Riolito base 1 5/8” x 43 1/4” x 3/4” 1 pc 67-67-97/008

Fundo Riolito Exclusive drain cover 
for 48” x 60” and 32” x 60”Riolito base 1 5/8” x 27 5/8” x 3/4” 1 pc 67-67-97/005

Description Width x Length x Height Unit  Item #

Fundo Riolito Tileable drain cover 
for 36” x 60” and 48” x 72“ Riolito base 1 5/8” x 43 1/4” x 3/4” 1 pc 67-67-97/018

Fundo Riolito Tileable drain cover 
for 48” x 60” and 32” x 60”Riolito base 1 5/8” x 27 5/8” x 3/4” 1 pc 67-67-97/015

Fundo Riolito Standard  |  Cover Plate, Stainless Steel

Fundo Riolito Exclusive  |  Cover Plate, Stainless Steel

Fundo Riolito Tileable  |  Cover Plate, Stainless Steel

ft

$

Important informationft

$

Scope of delivery

Fundo Product Information



Fundo Riofino  |  Floor Base, with Channel Drain

Description External Dimensions
 Length x Width x Height  Channel Length Item #

Fundo Riofino, floor base with  36” x 60” x 2” center drain; 
channel drain 2” thick at perimeter 11 3/4” 07-37-83/530

Fundo Riofino, floor base with  48” x 48” x 2” center drain; 
channel drain 2” thick at perimeter 11 3/4” 07-37-83/531

Fundo Riofino, floor base with  36” x 72” offset drain; 
channel drain 2 1/2” thick at perimeter 11 3/4” 07-37-83/532

Fundo Riofino  |  Drain Covers

Description Width x Length x Height Unit Item #

Fundo Riofino Standard drain cover  11 3/4” x 1 1/2” x 3/4” 1 pc 67-67-97/013

Fundo Riofino Exclusive drain cover 11 3/4” x 1 1/2” x 7/8” 1 pc 67-67-97/004

Fundo Riofino Tileable drain cover  11 3/4” x 1 1/2” x 3/4” 1 pc 67-67-97/014

Description External Dimensions
 Length x Width x Height  Channel Length Item #

Fundo Discreto System Component 31.5” x 2” 1 pc 07-37-38/200 
Integrates into wedi seats,  
tileable cover included   

Fundo Discreto  |  System Component, for Creating Vertical
 Wall Drainage

Fundo Product Information

Fundo  |  Extension Systems

Description Width x Length x Thickness Unit Item #

Shower base extension 24” x 48”, sloped 1/4”/ft. sheet 07-37-83/528

 • For Fundo Shower Systems, extends 2’ both sides. •  Pre-groovedft

$

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.

ft

$

•   For installation over wedi Fundo Riolito 48” x 60” or 32” x 60” bases
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CSI: DIVISION: 22 00 00—PLUMBING 
 Section:   22 40 00—Plumbing Fixtures (Shower System Kit) 

Product certification system: 

The ICC-ES product certification system includes testing samples taken from the market or supplier’s 
stock, or a combination of both, to verify compliance with applicable codes and standards.  The 
system also involves factory inspections, and assessment and surveillance of the supplier’s quality 
system. 

Product:  wedi Fundo Shower System and Tile Backer Board Underlayments 

Listee:  wedi Corporation 
1100 Landmeier Rd. Suite 200 
Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 
www.wedicorp.com

Compliance with the following codes:  

2012 and 2009 International Plumbing Code® (IPC)  
2012 and 2009 International Residential Code®

2012 and 2009 Uniform Plumbing Code® (UPC)* 
*Uniform Plumbing Code is a copyrighted publication if the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical Officials 

Compliance with the following standard:  

ANSI A118.10-2008, Load Bearing, Bonded, Waterproof Membranes for Thin-Set Ceramic Tile and 
Dimension Stone Installations 
ICC-ES EG 159, Evaluation Guideline for Composite Backer Board 
ICC-ES AC 71, Acceptance Criteria for Foam Plastic Sheathing Panels Used as Water Resistive 
Barriers 
IAPMO PS 46-2012, Field-Fabricated Tiling Kits 

Identification: 

Packaging label for each system shall include the manufacturer’s name or trademark as well as the 
ICC-ES PMG certification mark. 

Installation:  

The wedi Fundo Shower Systems shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s published 
instructions and the applicable code(s). 
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Shower system components shall be assembled and can be customized in the field. All shower bases 
and panels can be cut to size with hand saws or skill saws. Round curvy cuts can be made with a 
hand saw or jig saw.  

When provided drains must comply with ASME A112.18.2 as applicable. The wedi pre-sloped, 
ready-to-tile shower bases may be used in lieu of an ANSI Z124.1.2 plastic shower receptors or any 
liner based shower installations. The wedi drain units do not require weep holes.  

Models:  

The wedi Fundo shower bases are pre-sloped, ready-to-tile floor units. The wedi building panels are 
engineered as a general purpose backer board and underlayment for tile and consist of a rigid 
extruded polystyrene foam covered on both sides with a cement-based resin surface and reinforcing 
mesh for durability and bonding with any type of thinset mortar. The systems linear drain is integrated 
and factory sealed into the floor base. System assembly and wedi components were proven to be 
waterproof and mold resistant when tested in accordance with A118.10-2008. 

Shower system may include the following components: shower base, building panels, curbs, niches, 
seats, benches, ramps, vapor barrier, fasteners, cover plates, sealants and drain.  

The wedi Fundo family line includes the following: Primo, Riolito, Riofino, Discreto, and ECOBATH. 

Conditions of Listing: 

1. The wedi Fundo Shower Systems shall be installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
published instructions and the applicable code(s). 

2. The wedi Fundo Shower Systems are manufactured by wedi GmbH, in Emsdetten, Germany 
under a quality control program with annual surveillance inspections by ICC-ES. 

2012 and 2009 National Standard Plumbing Code ® (NSPC)
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Find Current Report on 

www.icc-es.org or

www.wedicorp.com

National Building Code Compliances
Compliance with current ICC Evaluation Service standards and code families
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wedi® ECOBATH offers simple installation solutions for the shower base, tub & shower 

surround and underlayment panels for electric floor warming systems.

All available in  3 easy to install Kits – conveniently packaged by wedi!

3 Simple Solutions

The ECOBATH line includes:

n Tub and Shower Surround Kit –  
      ready-to-tile in 2 hours or less

n Underlayment Kit –  
      save up to 30% on energy consumption

n Fundo One-Step Shower Base –  
      installation is quick & easy!

ECOBATH Solutions connect economic 

efficiency with ecological benefits.

Installation is  
Quick & Easy!
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Ready-to-Tile  
in 2 Hours  

or Less!

n 100% waterproof

n Lightweight, easy to cut

n Protects framework against mold and mildew

n Unique wedi attachment method to tub flange

 allows for safe waterproofing connect to tub

n wedi Building Panels do not scratch tub surfaces

Tub and Shower Surround Kit

Tub and Shower Surround Kit Includes: 

(5) 3’ x 5’ x 1/2” wedi Building Panels

(5) 10.5 oz wedi Joint Sealant

(1) 100 ct. tabbed washers

(1) 100 ct. non-rust screws

1

2

Underlayment Kit Includes: 
(5) 2’ x 4’ x 1/4” wedi Building Panels 
(1) 10.5 oz wedi Joint Sealant

n 100% waterproof foam core acts as a  
      heat insulator & thermal barrier

n Lower energy costs, faster warm up times

n Comfortable and consistently warm tile floors

Underlayment Kit
 for floor warming systems

Save up to 30% on 
energy consumption

Underlayment Panels for Electric Floor Warming Systems
Install building panels  
with thinset mortar

Install electric floor  
warming system

Stagger joints Set building panels into position 
using wedi joint sealant

Installation is  
Quick & Easy!
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n Fundo base with integrated wall and curb

n Passes ANSI Z124.1.2/ National Approval ICC PMG   
      Report 1189

n 6 different sizes with custom options

n Use with all types of wall / backerboards

n Solid, pre-sloped, directly tileable surface

n  Can be used with small & large format tile; set with 
modified thinset 

n Square, high quality stainless steel drain cover / frame

n No seam & no leak potential due to installation mistakes

n Easy drain hook up to floor pipes cut flush with subfloor

n Subfloor attachment with only thinset adhesive

n wedi One-Step requires no thick mortar bed underneath 
 unlike with common competitive preformed units which
 require added support 

n No more epoxy thinset tiling as with other common  
 prefabricated shower floors

wedi® ECOBATH One-Step Shower System3
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Ecobath Product Information

Ecobath  |  One-Step Shower System

Description  External Dimensions Length x Width x Height Unit Item #

Ecobath One-Step Shower Base 36” x 36” x 4”, center drain 1 pc 12-07-37/507

Ecobath One-Step Shower Base 36” x 48” x 4”, center drain 1 pc 12-07-37/516

Ecobath One-Step Shower Base 32” x 60” x 4”, center drain 1 pc 12-07-37/532

Ecobath One-Step Shower Base 36” x 60” x 4”, center drain 1 pc 12-07-37/506

Ecobath One-Step Shower/Tub  
Replacement Base 36” x 60” x 4”, left drain 1 pc 12-07-37/520

Ecobath One-Step Shower/Tub  
Replacement Base 36” x 60” x 4”, right drain 1 pc 12-07-37/530

Ecobath  |  Underlayment Kit

Description  Kit Contents Unit Item #

Ecobath Underlayment Kit (5) wedi 2’ x 4’ x 1/4” Building Panels  
 (1) wedi Joint  
 Sealant, 10.5 oz. 1 kit 12-07-17/001

Ecobath  |  Tub Surround Kit

Description  Kit Contents Unit Item #

Ecobath Tub Surround Kit  (5) wedi 3’ x 5’ x 1/2“ Building Panels  
  (5)  wedi Joint Sealant, 10.5 oz  
 100 ct. of wedi Tab Steel Washers 
 100 ct. of wedi Galvanized Screws 1 kit 12-07-37/001

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.



wedi® Subliners

wedi Subliner Dry
Tear Resistant Waterproofing Membrane

Waterproof, thin-layer, crack bridging sealing mat 
made from highly tear-resistant polyethylene film, 
which offers optimum connection to tile laying 
materials thanks to its dual-sided special fleece 
lamination. The installation over preexisting wall or 
floor surfaces is smooth and any thinset suitable for 
the tile or stone finish may be used on top of the wedi 
system. The wedi Subliner Dry System includes wedi 
sealing tape, prefabricated corner tape and plumbing 
fixture collars.wedi Subliner Dry is well suited for fixed-
date building sites where quick sealing measures over 
preexisting walls or floors is needed. Use Subliner Dry 
in combination with ceramic tiles, slabs, and natural 
cast tiles for indoor wall and floor areas.

 Lay out wedi Subliner Dry 
and cut to size using a knife or 
scissors.

1  Apply thinset mortar to the 
prepared subfloor using a 1/8” 
x 1/8” or 1/4” x 1/4” notch 
trowel.

2  Insert wedi Subliner Dry with 
the printed side facing upwards 
and press on with a rubber roller 
or wooden float.

3  The sheets must overlap 2” 
at joints/transitions.
Apply a bed of thinset mortar 
with the flat side of the trowel 
onto the lower mat joint 
connection area and press flat.

4

 Press on the overlapping 
area with a trowel or rubber 
roller.Remove any escaping 
mortar and air pockets.Cross 
joints should be avoided.

4  Apply a continuous 1/2” 
bead of wedi joint sealant 
along all seams and spread 
flat with a putty knife over the 
joints.

5  Start setting tile 
immediately.

6

wedi Subliner Dry Installation on Floors
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wedi® Subliners

7 8 | 7 9

wedi Subliner Dry Installation Over Mortar Bed Showers

from top to bottom and taped at the top so that the top 
portion of the wedi Subliner Dry and thinset mortar can be 
installed first without having to spread thinset mortar over 
the whole wall in one step. A moist sponge is used to wet 
the cement board surface prior to thinset mortar installation. 
That way, the board will not consume excessive water 
amounts from your thinset mix. If working over drywall, 
the surface is primed first to prepare for safe thinset mortar 
attachment. It is important to apply only enough thinset 
mortar to bond wedi Subliner Dry in an area so the thinset 
mortar does not start to dry on its surface prematurely 
prohibiting  bond.  

5. Subliner Dry is laid over the freshly spread thinset mortar 
at the top section of the wall and worked into position by 
hand. More thinset mortar is spread on the lower portion of 
the wall and the tape from the upper portion of the Subliner 
Dry is removed. The folded part will fall over onto the bottom 
half of the wall and into freshly spread thinset mortar where 
it is to be pressed into the setting bed and positioned. 

6. A flat trowel is used to gently work the wedi Subliner Dry 
sheet membrane flat working from the middle out. Not too 
much pressure is used as to avoid pushing all of the thinset 
mortar from behind the membrane but it is important to  
work out any air pockets or blobs of thinset mortar that may 
cause an issue with tile installation. Excess thinset mortar is 
cleaned off of the edge of the wedi Subliner Dry.

7. All wall areas are covered as described in step 6. Sheets 
are to overlap onto wedi sealing tape or Subliner Dry 
membrane sheets for 2” and connected using thinset mortar 
between two sheets.

8. The shower floor is now covered with wedi Subliner 
Dry. Pre-cut your wedi subliner Dry membrane and cut out 
for the drain so the Subliner Dry will cover the entire drain 
flange area. The wedi Subliner Sheet membrane should be 
cut long enough to cover the shower floor as well as the 
front face, top face and outer face of the curb if applicable. If 
the shower is barrier free, the Subliner Dry should be carried 
at least 6” or further out beyond the shower entrance as 
needed due to water exposure presence. Thinset mortar is 
spread over shower floor and curb as needed using a ¼” 
x ¼” notch trowel. A flat bed of wedi joint sealant ( 1/8” 
thick) is applied to cover the entire steel flange of the drain. 
Subliner Dry is inserted and pressed into thinset mortar 
whereby a safe drain connection to the wedi sealant on the 
drain flange is made first. Excess thinset mortar or air pockets 
are worked out using a flat trowel and towards the perimeter 
of the shower and not towards the drain. All Subliner Sheets 
must overlap at seam areas for a full 2” with thinset mortar 
in between such connections. After proper drying time 
of thinset mortar, all visible seams/ connections are finally 
covered with a ½” bead of wedi joint sealant spread flat 
using a putty knife.

9. Tilling may commence once the thinset below wedi 
Subliner Dry System has fully cured and according to thinset 
mortar manufacturer’s recommendations. 

1. Framing, subfloor, plumbing as well as sloped mortar 
bed shower floor and curb, wall backer board including 
drywall or cement board is designed properly and installed 
following Manufacturer’s guidelines, TCNA guidelines as well 
as building code. wedi’s Subliner Dry bonding flange drain 
is connected to the floor pipe and its flange can rest on the 
mortar bed shower floor in a level position and the correct 
height. Allow the sloped mortar bed shower floor to cure 
sufficiently.

2. Install the wedi subliner dry sheet waterproofing 
membrane over all non-waterproof surfaces including 
mortar bed shower floor and curb as well as drywall or 
cement backer units on walls. Make sure drywall is properly 
primed to bond to thinset mortar. Start by installing wedi 
prefabricated Subliner Dry inside and outside corners at the 
shower base perimeter and curb. A 1/8”x 1/8” trowel is used 
to spread modified thinset mortar on the area to receive 
the corner pieces. The corner pieces are inserted into the 
thinset mortar and compressed using a flat trowel. After 
all inside and outside corners are completed wedi Subliner 
Dry waterproof sealing tape is installed over all vertical and 
horizontal areas where planes change (wall corners/ floor/
curb transition). The wedi sealing tapes are installed in the 
same way the corner pieces are installed. The sealing tape 
strips overlap 2” on all corner tape pieces in a thinset mortar 
bond. Crease the center of the tape with your fingers to help 
the tape settle into the corners. 

3. Cut and layout full sheets of Subliner Dry waterproofing 
membrane that will cover the largest areas of your walls 
and floor. Make sure to cut out for any protrusions or drain 
hole locations to make the installation easier and cleaner. 
Leave the shower floor and curb sheets as the last step to 
waterproof so you can keep walking over the floor base.  

4. On the walls, the sheet membrane can be folded in half 

mortar bed shower
wedi Subliner Dry
Bonding Flange Drain

Inside Corner Seal

Outside Corner Seal

Sealing Tape

wedi Joint Sealant

modified thinset mortar

Subliner Dry Membrane



For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.

wedi Subliner Flex
Decoupling and Tension Reducing Membrane

wedi Subliner Dry & Flex Pro
All-in-One Anti-Fracture and Sound Reducing Membrane

Subliner Dry & Flex Pro is a self- adhering tile underlayment with 
anti – fracture properties rated “ High Performance” as per ANSI 
118.12. The product can protect surface coverings against lateral 
subfloor movement up to 3/8”. Subliner Dry & Flex Pro is made 
from highly tear-resistant non-woven polypropylene material 
combined with a proprietary asphaltic pressure sensitive adhesive 
layer. The product system provides perfect bond to tile and stone 
coverings using any type of modified thinset mortars as per 
ANSI 118.4. Subliner Dry & Flex Pro is suitable for fast and clean 
installations over many wood and concrete subfloors offering a 
low profile application. The product system primarily protects tile 
coverings against lateral movement of subfloor and structures. 
While not recommended for installations subject to permanent 
water pressure or use as a sealed assembly for water containment, 
the waterproof properties of the membrane’s asphaltic layers will 
add much value and protection to a tile installation in areas subject 
to moisture exposure from heavy duty cleaning.

Subliner Dry & Flex Pro is installed with wedi PRO Primer, suitable 
for most substrates and subfloors as listed here. It is equipped with 
a release paper backing and is applied easily and cleanly using a 
35-50 lb roller to ensure no air bubbles or wrinkles are left.   

Tension-reducing ,heavy-duty web made from a strong fabric 
sheathing, which offers optimum connection to tile laying materials  
thanks to its dual-sided special fleece lamination it decouples 
tiled surface finish from the subfloor by eliminating direct contact 
between the tile  and the subfloor through the tile adhesive 
Subliner Flex can bridge cracks without resulting in a floating floor 
application, as no layer or mesh will easily separate from product 
under stress rendition .In cases of extreme lateral movement, 
however, the mesh will separate locally into 2 layers, offering 
uncoupling performance and protection. The product offers a much 
more economical alternative to cement boards applied on suitable 
floors while eliminating the weight of cement board leaning on the 
structure and accelerating the installation. Subliner Flex can be used 
with any type of thinset mortar.  
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• Flexible waterproofing membrane for medium and high exposure wet areas -  for interior walls / showers and   
 steam showers.

Description Width x Roll Length Unit Item #

wedi Subliner Dry,  39” x 16’ 1 roll 09-51-10/305 
waterproofing sheet membrane    

wedi Subliner Dry,  39” x 98’ 1 roll 09-51-10/330 
waterproofing sheet membrane    

ft

$

wedi® Subliner Dry  |  Waterproofing and Crack-bridging Sheet Membrane

Description Width x Roll Length Unit Item #

wedi Subliner Flex,  39” x 98’ 1 roll 09-51-10/331 
heavy duty tile underlayment    

wedi Subliner Flex  |  Tension-Reducing Sheet Membrane

• Tension-reducing membrane for interior floors.ft

$

Description Width x Roll Length Unit Item #

wedi Subliner Dry & Flex PRO 39.25” x 50” 1 roll 09-51-10/316 
 163.54 square feet   

wedi PRO Primer   1/2 gallon 09-51-10/318 
  (coverage up to  
  163.54sq. ft. or 1 roll) 

wedi Subliner Dry & Flex PRO  |  Anti-Fracture and Sound Reduction 
Sheet Membrane

• Crack Isolation and Sound Deadening membrane
   exposure applications.

ft

$

Subliner Product Information

Description Dimensions Unit  Item #

Waterproof Sealing Collar 4 3/4” x 4 3/4” 1 pc 12-09-51/001 
for 1/2” to 3/4” plumbing pipes  
and protrusions

wedi Flexi-Collar

Description Dimensions Unit Item #

Waterproof inside corner sealing tape,  4 3/4” x 4 3/4” x 2 1/4” 2 pcs 09-51-30/001 
fleece laminated 

Waterproof outside corner sealing tape,  4 1/2” x 4 1/2” x 2 1/4” 2 pcs 09-51-35/001 
fleece laminated

wedi Accessories  |  Corner Sealing Tape, Fleece Laminated

(Inside Corner) (Outside Corner)

ft

$

• No use in showers or applications with pressing/standing water; refer to Subliner Dry for these applications

wedi Subliner Dry Bonding Flange Drains
Description    Dimensions Unit Item #

Subliner Dry Bonding Flange Drain, PVC      for 2” pipe 1 pc 12-00-00/031

Subliner Dry Bonding Flange Drain, ABS      for 2” pipe 1 pc 12-00-00/041

Subliner Dry Bonding Flange Drain, PVC      for 3” pipe 1 pc 12-00-00/042

Subliner Dry Bonding Flange Drain, ABS      for 3” pipe 1 pc 12-00-00/043

Subliner Dry Bonding Flange Drain, Cast Iron      for 2” pipe 1 pc 12-00-00/044

Subliner Dry Bonding Flange Drain, Cast Iron      for 3” pipe 1 pc 12-00-00/045



Tile Profiles & Trims Product Information

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.

h

Description Height (h) Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Jolly, aluminum 3/16” (4.5 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-01-04/*(1)

wedi Jolly, aluminum 1/4” (6 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-01-06/*

wedi Jolly, aluminum 5/16” (8 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-01-08/*

wedi Jolly, aluminum 3/8” (10 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-01-10/*

wedi Jolly, aluminum 1/2” (12.5 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-01-12/*

ft

$

 • For technical reasons to do with printing, the colors here and the finishes on the profiles may differ.

 (1) The 4.5 mm aluminum profile is available only in the Natural version

Aluminum Profiles Color Number

                  Black anodized *225

                  Champagne anodized *226

                  Bronze metallic *227

                  Gold anodized *228

Aluminum Profiles Color Number

                  Silver matte anodized *224

                  Natural *223

                  Brushed nickel *234

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

Anodized aluminum

Natural aluminum

wedi Jolly  |  L-profile

Tile Profiles

We guarantee your perfect 
final touch
n  Edging Tile Profiles are made of premium 

quality gauge and grade metal 

n  Tile Profile technology with internal spacers 
provide sound installation and edge protection

n  All metal profiles are packaged in protective 
sheathing - guaranteed scratch free

n  Durable Transition Profiles to different floor 
coverings

n  PVC Expansion Profiles that last and look clean 
even under heavy duty commercial traffic

Whether you like to protect the edge of your tiles, form transitions when tile borders carpet or hardwood floors, or set an accent design 

point, or whether you would like to address movement by placing durable, lasting expansion joints; wedi offers a variety of stylish tile 

profiles to complete your professional tile installation.
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h

Description Height (h) Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Jolly Round, aluminum 1/4” (6 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-03-06/224

wedi Jolly Round, aluminum 5/16” (8 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-03-08/224

wedi Jolly Round, aluminum 3/8” (10 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-03-10/224

wedi Jolly Round, aluminum 1/2” (12.5 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-03-12/224

wedi Jolly Round Corner, aluminum 1/4” (6 mm) 25 corners 32-15-06/224

wedi Jolly Round Corner, aluminum 5/16” (8 mm) 25 corners 32-15-08/224

wedi Jolly Round Corner, aluminum 3/8” (10 mm) 25 corners 32-15-10/224

wedi Jolly Round Corner, aluminum 1/2” (12.5 mm) 25 corners 32-15-12/224

ft

$

• For technical reasons to do with  
  printing, the color here and the  
  finish on the profiles may differ.

Aluminum Profiles

                  Silver matte anodized

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

Aluminum

wedi Jolly Round  |  Quarter Round Profile and Corner

Quarter Round Profile

Quarter Round Profile Corner

Tile Profiles & Trims Product Information

Aluminum

h

h

Description Height (h) Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Jolly Quarter, aluminum 1/4” (6 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-06-06/224

wedi Jolly Quarter, aluminum 5/16” (8 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-06-08/224

wedi Jolly Quarter, aluminum 3/8” (10 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-06-10/224

wedi Jolly Quarter, aluminum 1/2” (12.5 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 32-06-12/224

ft

$

• For technical reasons to do with  
   printing, the color here and the  
   finish on the profiles may differ.

Aluminum Profiles

                  Silver matte anodized

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

Aluminum

wedi Jolly Quarter  |  Square Profile

Description Height Packaging Unit Item #

wedi Jolly Quarter, aluminum 1/4” (6 mm) 25 corners 32-16-06/224

wedi Jolly Quarter, aluminum 5/16” (8 mm) 25 corners 32-16-08/224

wedi Jolly Quarter, aluminum 3/8” (10 mm) 25 corners 32-16-10/224

wedi Jolly Quarter, aluminum 1/2” (12.5 mm) 25 corners 32-16-12/224

ft

$

• For technical reasons to do with  
   printing, the color here and the 
   finish on the profiles may differ.

Aluminum Profiles

                  Silver matte anodized

wedi Jolly Quarter  |  Square Profile Corner Piece
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Description Width x Length x Height (h) Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Jolly Protection 201, 1-7/8” x 1-7/8”x 5/16” 10 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 31-02-08/232 
V4 A (316) polished stainless steel 47 x 47 x 8 mm   

wedi Jolly Protection 201, 1-7/8” x 1-7/8”x 3/8” 10 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 31-02-10/232 
V4 A (316) polished stainless steel 47 x 47 x 10 mm   

ft

$

 • For technical reasons to do with 
printing, the color here and the 
finish on the profiles may differ.

Stainless Steel Profiles

                  Polished

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

V4 A (316) stainless steel

wedi® Jolly Protection 201  |  Edge Protection Profile

Description Width x Length Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Jolly Protection 202, 1-3/16” x 1-3/16” 20 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 31-02-00/231 
V4 A (316) brushed stainless steel, 30 x 30 mm  
self-adhesive     

ft

$

• For technical reasons to do with  
   printing, the color here and the  
   finish on the profiles may differ.

Stainless Steel Profiles

                  Brushed

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

V4 A (316) stainless steel

wedi Jolly Protection 202  |  Edge Protection Profile

Tile Profiles & Trims Product Information

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.

1”

5/32”

Description Height Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Jolly Decor, V2 A (304)  5/32” (4.0 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 31-04-04/233 
stainless steel, heavily brushed    

wedi Jolly Decor, V2 A (304)  5/32” (4.0 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 31-04-04/231 
stainless steel, brushed    

wedi Jolly Decor, V2 A (304)  5/32” (4.0 mm) 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 31-04-04/232 
stainless steel, polished    

ft

$

 
• wedi Jolly Decor borders are   
   available in the versions listed. 

• For technical reasons to do with  
   printing, the colors here and the  
   finishes on the profiles may differ.

Stainless Steel Profiles

                  Heavily Brushed

                  Brushed

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

V2 A (304) stainless steel

wedi® Jolly Decor  |  Border

                 Polished



5/16”

2-3/16”

h

Description Height (h) Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Triolos Pro, expansion joint profile, PVC 5/16” (8 mm) 25 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 34-09-08/*

wedi Triolos Pro, expansion joint profile, PVC 3/8” (10 mm) 25 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 34-09-10/*

wedi Triolos Pro, expansion joint profile, PVC 1/2” (12.5 mm) 25 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 34-09-12/*

ft

$

 • wedi Triolos Pro tile profiles are 
available in the versions listed. 
Please add a material finish or 
color number to the appropriate 
order number.

 • For technical reasons to do with 
printing, the colors here and the 
finishes on the profiles may differ.

 • The tile is laid directly up to the 
profile, no  additional adhesive 
joint is required.

Color   Color Number

                  Grey  *201

                  Black  *217

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

PVC

ft

$

 • Suitable only for lightweight trucks.

wedi Triolos Pro  |  Expansion Joint Profile

8 4 | 8 5

9/16”

3/32”

1/16”

11/32”

Description Height x Length Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Combi 102, joint covering profile, 11/32” x 9/16” 40 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 33-07-14/223 
brass, natural  9 x 14 mm       

ft

$

• For technical reasons to do with printing, the color here and the finish on the profiles may differ.

wedi Combi  102  |  Joint Cover Profile

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

Brass

Brass Profiles

                  Natural

h

Description Height (h) Packaging Unit / Sleeve Item #

wedi Combi 101, height compensation tile profile, 5/16” (8 mm) 10 lengths of 8’ (2.5 m) 31-07-08/230 
V2 A (304) stainless steel, bright rolled    

wedi Combi  101  |  Height Compensation Tile Profile

 • For technical reasons to do with printing, the color here and the finish on the profiles may differ.

Stainless Steel Profiles

                  Bright Rolled

Tile Profiles & Trims Product Information

Material/Application        Interior        Exterior        Wall        Floor

V2 A (304) stainless steel

ft

$



Wellness Design Elements
wedi® takes rejuvenation and relaxation to a whole new level in the 

bath. Our unique and elegant wellness elements create an unforgettable 

spa experience. There is no limit to the design possibilities wedi offers 

for a customized and peaceful bath.

Prefabricated Solutions for 
Wellness & Spa Areas:
n  Modular benches, loungers and  

design elements

n  100% waterproof and vapor retardant -  
wedi XPS foam

n  Insulating properties reduce vapor  
transmission pressure and save energy

n  No need for framework support

n  Broad variety of standard products and  
limitless custom fabrication possibilities

n  Fast, clean and efficient installation through  
full prefabrication of modules

n  Create your dream of a wellness oasis in  
any place
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Comoda Benches:
Available in many different designs so you can create any seating combination you can imagine. This bench comes in two main versions. The first version 
comes with a seat area featuring a slightly lowering seat area towards the back rest to enhance comfortable use. The second version features a slope on 
the seat area providing a 1% slope and water run off to the front of the seat. This version is often used in steam rooms and showers, making sure that 
water will run off the seat area and towards a floor drain. This design system is offered with corner elements or base units with a curved finish.

Bellina Benches:  
These backless benches are ideal for creating a seamless & flush transition to any wall. It features a slope on the seat area providing a 1% 
slope and water run off to the front of the seat. It is often used in steam rooms and showers, making sure that water will run off the seat 
area and towards a floor drain. This design system is offered with corner elements or base units with a curved finish.
Forma & Collina Benches: 
Extremely spacious benches due to their wide format. Their unique individual shapes invite total relaxation.

Forma CollinaComoda Bellina

Sanoasa Lounger 1: 
This model’s long styling invites you to stretch out, relax and recharge. Its unique shape adds distinctive style to any bath.
Sanoasa Lounger 2: 
Compact and comfortable – the pronounced design of the base offers diverse design options. Its optimal shape makes it the ideal wellness 
lounger for relaxed sitting.
Sanoasa Lounger 3: 
Sleek, elegant and striking – this lounger makes a statement. 
Sanoasa Lounger 4: 
This lounger is simply stunning. The filigree design radiates serenity.  Various components fuse together to produce a work of art.
Sanoasa Lounger 5: 
Put your feet up, unwind and relax. This model boasts distinctive styling and features all the unique design elements within the Sanoasa series.

The wedi Sanoasa wellness loungers and benches are ready to tile and offer optional integrated heating 
for the ultimate relaxation experience. Whether your space is large or small or you desire full, mid or 
partial reclining – the many wellness loungers and benches offer can fit your every need. Detail and order 
information for wedi Wellness Elements can be found in the TDS section. on www.wedicorp.com

Lounger 1 Lounger 2

Lounger 3 Lounger 4 Lounger 5

Wellness Benches and Loungers

For more detailed installation and product information, see our Technical Data Sheets (TDS) on www.wedicorp.com.



Sanoasa Wellness Multicenters
All wedi Sanoasa Wellness Multicenters offer 
premium performance in the challenging 
environment of tiled wellness and spa areas. Water 
vapor and abrupt temperature changes are no 
longer a threat due to the insulating and water 
vapor retarding properties built into the assembly 
units. In addition, all technical equipment is made 
to perform safely and vapor tight. Available, 
factory integrated equipment includes door and 
glass wall units, steam generator, plumbing and 
light fixtures. as well as benches. The insulating  
XPS foam core from wall to ceiling is energy 
efficient. The modular components assemble easily 
and safely. The Multicenters .are ready for tiling 
the same day they have been assembled on site 
and connected to floor drain, water supply and 
electric power. wedi Wellness Multicenters can be 
fully Installed in approximately one work day with 
two installers. 

Product detail and order information for wedi 
Wellness Multicenters can be found in the TDS 
section on www.wedicorp.com
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Modular Design Steam Showers 
Available in a Box
n  100% waterproof and vapor retardant - wedi XPS foam

n  Insulating properties reduce vapor transmission pressure 
and save energy

n  Choose from a variety of standard modular steam shower 
systems

n  Equipment includes floor, walls, ceiling, door/glass 
elements, seating, steam generator, shower technology, 
lighting options and sound

n  Custom fabrication to your drafts is always possible

n  One modular system with a warranty from floor-to-ceiling

n  No framework support needed

wedi Sanoasa Porta

wedi Sanoasa Libertà wedi Sanoasa Angola

wedi Sanoasa Exotica
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Sanbath Art & Design
for Bathrooms

wedi Sanbath Wave 
Flat Wash Basin

wedi Sanbath Cube 
Shower Unit

wedi Sanbath Wave 
Shower Unit

wedi Sanbath Wave 
Tub

The wedi® Sanbath Bathroom 
Series offers several design 
options for creating a unique 
bath environment. From simple to 
cubic designs, the Sanbath series 
includes showers, wash stands, 
sinks and tubs - all ready-to-tile. 
Each item is equipped with pre-
installed piping and/or drains. The 
shower units include Hansgrohe’s 
revolutionary I-Box and are 
compatible with all Hansgrohe and 
Axor trims and fittings.

For more information on Sanbath 
elements such as product 
specifications, sizes and order 
codes visit www.wedicorp.com.
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Custom Solutions 
Available from wedi

Starting a new custom project, residential or commercial steam 

room? Do you need custom loungers? From idea to installation, 

you have our promise wedi® will support you right from the 

start. The moment you contact us, our team springs into action. 

We generate custom CAD drawings based upon your ideas and 

plans. We produce custom products fabricated from impermeable 

extruded polystyrene foam material exclusively for steam showers 

and wetrooms. We test all the assemblies to ensure everything 

works flawlessly before we supply you with all the components, 

ready to install. And, we understand products are just part of the 

project. That’s why we create and work in tandem with your lighting 

concepts, heating systems and preferred shower technologies. 
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wedi is at your side —in all areas, at all times.

n Your idea
 As you envision your wellness concept, contact wedi and we can help bring your idea to life.

n We plan together
 wedi provides integrated project planning to ensure all components, shower technologies, drains and supply  
 pipes are incorporated into your vision and unified for proper performance.

n Made-to-measure products
 With your approval, we produce solutions that fit your specifications and requirements perfectly. Then we  
 assure the system measures up in terms of performance through to trial assemblies at our factory all prior  
     to shipping.

n On time delivery
 We deliver all prefabricated components on time and in their entirety, with complete step-by-step assembly  
 instructions so you can take your idea and bring it to life!



Ideas become reality with       !



Ideas become reality with       !



wedi Corporation 
Tel. 877-933-wedi (9334) 
info@wedicorp.com 
www.wedicorp.com
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Be sure to ask for a  
Certified wedi Installer.

Your local wedi distributor.

wedi is a proud member of:



33 Casebridge Court ( Unit #5 )  
Scarborough, Ontario  

M1B 4Y4 
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